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BIOGRAPHY 
 
Cal Olson was born Nov. 13, 1924 in Vining, Minn., son of J. Alvin and Ellen Olson.  He attended 
schools in Ulen, Vining and Hawley, Minn., graduating from Ulen High School in 1942. 
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During World War II, Olson served in the Navy Air Corps as a pilot trainee and as an aerial machine 
gunner and radioman. He was discharged as a naval aviation cadet. He attended Moorhead State Teachers 
College; St. Olaf College at Northfield, Minn.; Gonzaga University, Spokane, Wash.; St. Mary’s College, 
California, and the University of Minnesota. He received a bachelor’s degree from the University of 
Minnesota’s School of Journalism. 
 
On April 16, 1950 he married Joanne Salomonson of Hitterdal, Minn. Together they had two children, 
Catherine and Charles. Cal Olson was city editor for the Moorhead Daily News from 1948 to October 1, 
1950, when he joined the Fargo Forum as a reporter/photographer. He served as chief photographer and 
special projects editor, and was named city editor in March 1968. He and the staff won a 1958 Pulitzer 
Prize for their coverage of the 1957 Fargo tornado. He was named managing editor for The Forum in 
1972. In 1978, he left The Forum to become editor of the Sioux City Journal in Iowa. He retired in 1990. 
 
Cal Olson was a member of the National Press Photographers Association, and served two terms as the 
organization’s president in 1964 and 1965. From 1967 to 1971 he was editor of the organization’s 
monthly magazine National Press Photographer. The N.P.P.A. awarded him a number of awards, 
including the Joseph A. Sprague Memorial Award, Joseph Costa Award, J. Winton Lemen Fellowship 
Award, Samuel Mellor Award, and the Kenneth P. McLaughlin Award of Merit. He also received a 
number of awards for photography and reporting, among them the George Polk Memorial Award from 
Long Island University for local reporting; the Paul Tobenkin Memorial Award from Columbia 
University for reporting on minority affairs, and a citation from the American Political Science 
Association for reporting governmental affairs. 
 
Cal Olson died in Duluth, Minn. on July 16, 2009 after suffering a fall at his cabin at Big Island Lake, in 
Itasca County, Minn. 
 
 
SCOPE AND CONTENT 
 
The Cal Olson Photograph Collection is a diverse collection of images taken by Mr. Olson, that spans 
from the 1950s to the 1970s and its images include such topics as the Fargo tornado in 1957, Native 
Americans, and the Vietnam War. Most were taken by Cal Olson while photographic journalist for the 
Fargo Forum. These negatives give a good reflection of life in Fargo, Moorhead and the Red River 
Valley, featuring newsworthy events of the era. The collection consists entirely of negatives that were 
originally housed in envelopes and metal canisters with a short description handwritten on the front. The 
basic title has been retained for the most part; however in some cases they have been expanded to give a 
better description to aid the researcher.  Dates were also included on the negative sleeves. These dates 
were likely the date the image was taken, not when it was publish in The Forum, as often times they were 
not published for several days or weeks after the date cited on the envelope.  The dates are included after 
the title when provided. Each sleeve contained a variety of negative sizes including 4x5 in., 120mm and 
35mm. The negative sizes found in each sleeve are included in brackets and are listed after each title. 
Physically the negatives are arranged in three different series; the 4x5 negatives were given just a straight 
numerical order, the 120 mm start with the letter “S”, and the 35 mm start with the letter “A”. The 
collection is arranged topically under the following series titles: 
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 Images of Cal Olson Series 
 Fargo Tornado Series 
 Accidents and Disasters Series 
 Aerials Series 
 Animals and Livestock Series 
 Church and Religion Series 
 College & University Series 
 Crime Series 
 Fargo Forum Series 
 Fargo, N.D. Series 
 Farms and Farming Series 
 Hunting and Fishing Series 
 Indians Series 
 Military Series 
 Olson Family Series 
 Outdoors Series 
 People Series 
 Politics and Government Series 
 School Series 
 Sports Series 
 Topical Series 
 Towns Series 
 Vietnam Series 
 Weather Series 
 Wedding Series 
 Rolled Film Series 
 Sioux City Series 
 American Legion Baseball Tournament Series 
 National High School Rodeo Series 
 National Press Photographers Association Series 
 Slide Series 
 
The Images of Cal Olson Series contains portraiture of Cal Olson as well as images of him at work, in 
his dark room, and two color images of him while reporting from Vietnam in 1966. 
 
The Fargo Tornado Series consists of many images of the aftermath of the tornado that struck north 
Fargo on June 20, 1957. This series has been organized by negative size, the first being 4x5, which has in- 
turn been subdivided by the broad subjects of street scenes, building destruction, people, cleanup and 
aerials. The remaining 120 mm negatives, and 35 mm negatives make up the final two segments of the 
series and they are of mixed subject matter. Of interest in these last sets of images are hospital scenes and 
the funerals for the Gerald Munson children and the Theodore Udahl family. The original award winning 
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negative of Richard Shaw carrying the body of Jeanette Munson from the ruins of her home, is not among 
the negatives in this collection. 
 
The Accidents and Disasters Series contains images of automobile accidents, an airplane accident at 
Lawndale, Minn., the accidental gassing of six year old Deborah DaFoe, building fires at the Dutch Maid 
restaurant in Fargo and the Northwood Hotel in Crookston, Minn., and the collapse of the Fargo Grain 
Terminal Elevator. 
 
The Aerials Series were taken for the most part in and around Fargo-Moorhead including urban and rural 
locations, many of which were featured in The Forum depicting the growth of the metro area. Of special 
interest is an aerial over the Fargo Grain Terminal prior to its collapse. 
 
Both domestic and wild animals can be found in the Animals and Livestock Series. Of interest is an 
albino buffalo calf born on the C.C. Koltes farm near Fargo, and an image showing a group of horses 
running in a blizzard, for which Cal Olson won the 27th Annual News Picture Contest of the Inland Daily 
Press Association in 1967. 
 
The Church and Religion Series contain a large number of images that were taken at Bethlehem 
Lutheran Church in Fargo, of which the Cal Olson family were members. This includes early 
confirmations as well as church services taken prior to the construction of a permanent church building. A 
set of images relating to a Christmas program performed by children at the Norman Lutheran Church near 
Kindred, N.D, and whimsical photos of a group of nuns ice skating in their habits, are of special interest 
in this series.   
 
Images relating to North Dakota Agricultural College (NDSU), Moorhead State College (MSUM), 
Concordia College, and Wahpeton Science School (NDSCS) are featured in College & University 
Series. Of special note are images taken at a hearing during the “Controversy of 1955”, in which four 
NDAC professors were dismissed for challenging President Hultz’s authority to eliminate the Geology 
Department. 
 
The Crime Series deals with several cases of murder and robbery that took place in the Red River Valley 
during the 1950s. There are some graphic images of the burned out automobile containing the body of 
Benny Johnson found near Moorhead. Also of special note are images dealing with the homicide of gas 
station operator Rodney Gilberts during a robbery by Donald Fruhrman in Pelican Rapids, Minn. Cal 
Olson took images of the crime scene as well as images of Fruhrman in his jail cell giving his confession 
to the crime. 
 
The Fargo Forum Series contains images of the Forum staff and newsroom scenes.  One image is taken 
of a painting of publisher Norman D. Black, Sr. Also the portraits of editors, H.D. “Happy” Paulson and 
John D. Paulson can be found in this series, as well as a set of mug shots of the staff involved in coverage 
of the 1957 tornado, for which they won a Pulitzer Prize in Journalism. 
 
The Fargo, N.D. Series is made up of images dealing with businesses, building and events located in 
Fargo, N.D. This includes 1st Federal Savings & Loan bank, Children’s Village, the old Fargo City Hall 
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and Carnegie Library. Some social events depicted, are a group of children listening to storytelling at the 
library, a group of children learning about bugs at the NDAC Entomology Department, people taking 
their drivers test at the Cass County Courthouse, and scenes of life at the Salvation Army. The Fargo at 
night set of images, document people whose jobs don’t end when the sun goes down. They include a taxi 
driver, postal worker, police officer, janitor, and a nurse. One image taken of a house at 1408 South River 
Road, measures 9 x 15 cm. and is the only image not matching the three negative sizes found in the Cal 
Olson collection. Due to this, it has been incorporated into the Institutes 5x7 plastic negative collection, 
under the number 5x7P-419. 
 
The Farms and Farming Series contain negatives on a feature story of the six Becker brothers of 
Wyndmere, N.D. The brothers Barney, Jacob, Peter, William, Joe, and John Becker, were all bachelors, 
and still lived and farmed together. Another set of images in this series focus on two farms honored by the 
Red River Valley Winter Show in Crookston, Minn. belonging to the Virgil Stover family of Lake Park, 
Minn., and the Lynn Champ family of Averill, Minn. 
 
Cal Olson had a deep interest in hunting and fishing; and was for a time the outdoor columnist for the 
Forum. This is reflected in the Hunting and Fishing Series, which deals with everything from hunting 
antelope, deer, geese and ducks, to fishing for Smelt. Also included in this series is a gun safety class in 
Ulen, Minn. 
 
The Indians Series features 232 35 mm negatives used in a series of Forum articles dealing with the 
North Dakota Indian tribes done in January 1966, for which Cal Olson won the George Polk Memorial 
Award in local reporting. Also found in this series is a group of negatives featuring the Wahpeton Indian 
School taken around 1956/57. 
 
The Military Series contains images of the Grand Forks and Minot Air Force Bases while still under 
construction in 1956. Also featured in this series are the radar station at Finley, N.D., and Camp Grafton 
near Devils Lake, N.D. Together the images underscore the important roll North Dakota played in defense 
of the United States during the Cold War. 
 
The Olson Family Series captures the more intimate moments of the Cal Olson family featuring the 
family Christmas card photographs of the Olson children, Catherine and Charles, seated on the lap of 
Santa Claus; Catherine with her Kindergarten and third grade classes and Charles as a baby with Cal’s 
wife Joanne. Also visible are images of Cal’s extended family, taken at family events and gatherings. 
 
The Outdoors Series deals primarily with all outdoor features other than hunting and fishing which were 
covered in the Hunting and Fishing Series. This covers general wildlife and scenery with topics including 
duck banding, fish spawning, pheasant feeding, logging along the Sheyenne River near Kindred, and 
scenic views of the Turtle Mountains. 
 
The People Series is a broad category featuring many of the photos of people published in The Forum for 
special interest stories during the 1950s and early 1960s. This includes children doing various activities 
such as playing dress up, making cookies, putting on make-up and getting a first haircut. There are 
numerous images dealing with twins, triplets and the Brown quadruplets of Leonard, N.D. Also there is a 
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feature on the Levi Parmer family adopting a boy from Korea; Harold Kively described as the 
“Carrington Fat Man”; and a seventy-three year old dancer named George C. Wilson. Fashion is also 
heavily dealt with in this series with a P.T.A. fashion show, Crazy Hats contest, Wild Rice hats and 
bathing beauties in swim suits. A set of negatives feature Judge Ronald N. Davies the U.S. District Court 
judge from North Dakota, best known for ordering the integration of Little Rock Central High in 1957. 
 
Prominent state and national political leaders such as John F. Kennedy, Robert F. Kennedy, Richard 
Nixon, Dwight D. Eisenhower, Estes Kefauver, William Langer, and Mark Andrews can be found in the 
Politics and Government Series. Also of note are scenes of both North Dakota Republican and 
Democrat/NPL conventions, the North Dakota legislative body, and interiors and exteriors of the old 
Governors House in Bismarck, taken during the term of Norman Brunsdale in 1955. Also of note is 
images taken at the 1964 Republican National Convention in San Francisco. 
 
The School Series features various public and parochial school scenes, many featuring students doing 
various activities such as chin ups for a physical education class, Valentine parties, and Christmas 
programs. There are images from one feature story about three blind students attending the Methodist 
Community Kindergarten and Nursery School in Moorhead, namely Kay Johansen, Linda Lottes and 
Carrie Kuehl. Another group of images were taken on the first day of class for six year olds at the Golden 
Ridge School in Fargo. Of interest is a set of images taken at a summer school for Mexican migrant 
workers held at St. Joseph’s Catholic School in Moorhead, and images taken for a feature that Cal Olson 
wrote on the North Dakota School for the Deaf in Devils Lake. 
 
The Sports Series features various sporting events such as baseball, basketball, football, bowling, boxing, 
track and cross country, skating, hockey, golf, sailing, tennis, soap box and stock car racing. Of interest is 
a nice group portrait of the 1955 F-M Twins baseball team. 
 
The Topical Series is a broad category in which images that had incomplete identification or did not fit 
into any of the other series were placed. This includes some artistic photos such as a triple exposure and 
water puddles. A group of images, likely taken for the Ladies Home Journal, and meetings of the National 
Press Photographers Association and the Associated Press are included in this series. 
 
Various communities in North Dakota and Minnesota are featured in the Towns Series, including 
Bismarck, Caledonia, Coburn, Colgate, Cooperstown, Davenport, Detroit Lakes, Devils Lake, Dickinson, 
Fullerton, Gackle, Glyndon, Halstad, Harvey, Hawley, Hendrum, Jamestown, Kindred, Lake Park, 
Lisbon, Mandan, Mayville, New Rockford, Oakes, Park Rapids, Valley City and West Fargo. Often they 
feature special events such as the Greater Moorhead Days, Lisbon, N.D. Diamond Jubilee Celebration, a 
Jamestown, N.D. performance of the musical “Oklahoma”, and the Devils Lake, N.D. Inventors 
Congress. Also featured are businesses such as the Art H. Carlson’s lefse factory in Lake Park, Minn., and 
the Union Livestock in West Fargo. There is a set of images taken at Garrison Dam in various stages of 
construction showing construction equipment and a number of aerial photographs. Also of special interest 
are a number of images taken at the State Hospital in Jamestown showing interior scenes. 
 
The Forum sent Cal Olson on a special assignment to Vietnam to report on the war from March 5 to April 
4, 1966, resulting in a number of articles, many of which reported on local servicemen. Photos that were 
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taken on this assignment, many of which were used in The Forum, can be found in the Vietnam Series. 
The negatives, all 35 mm, were originally housed in glassine sleeves, with an alphabetical letter 
handwritten on them. This system has been retained and they have been arranged in alphabetical order. 
 
The Weather Series deals with all weather related events with the exception of the 1957 Fargo Tornado, 
which is made up in a series of its own. This includes images of the flood of April 1952, a windstorm that 
struck Fargo on June 9, 1959, and several winter scenes. 
 
The Wedding Series includes several weddings for which Cal Olson was hired as a photographer. These 
include the weddings of Russ Erickson and Gjeneve Spilde, Dennis Dullum and Janice Hanson, Gary 
Nantt and Beverly Hejl, and Ardean Thorstenson and Carol Hejl. Of special note is the marriage of Peter 
D. Lewis and Mary Black. Mary Black was the daughter of Forum publisher Norman Black. Two sets of 
wedding related images were taken for Forum articles, and they are the wedding of Elisabeth Jirgenson to 
Richard Swenson. Miss Jirgenson was a foreign student from Switzerland attending N.D.A.C. The other 
story featured a wedding dance for Mr. and Mrs. Robert Judisch held in the Erie, N.D. school auditorium. 
 
The collection contained a large number of 35 mm negatives rolled up into metal canisters, taken in the 
1960s and 1970s.  These canisters were poorly labeled, and thus required a great deal of research to 
determine identifications and dates. Through a cross-reference with Forum newspaper articles, a number 
of the rolls were able to be identified and dated.  The Rolled Film Series has been organized by 
approximate date, based upon when the image was published in the Forum. Also included in the 
identification is a citation listing the title or subject of the Forum article, followed by the date and page 
number where the image was published. In each canister there were usually some images that were 
unidentifiable through research. In these instances in was assumed that the films were taken during the 
same time period as the identifiable images in the canister and they are listed in approximate sequential 
order. 
 
The Sioux City Series, were taken by Cal Olson while living in Sioux City and working for the Sioux 
City Journal.  The images appear to have been taken in the early 1980s.  The films are arranges as they 
were found in the canisters with descriptive titles based upon content and research. 
 
Cal Olson appears to have been contracted to take photographs of two events in the Fargo-Moorhead area.  
The first event was the American Legion Baseball Tournament.  This series of films are undated, but 
were likely taken in the early 1970s. The events appear to have taken place at Mickelson Field in Fargo, 
and Matson Field in Moorhead.  The images have been arranged by location, and then by the competitors. 
The second contracted event was the National High School Rodeo Association competition that was 
held at the Red River Valley Fairgrounds in West Fargo, from July 28th-August 2, 1970.  The images 
have been arranged by type of competition. 
 
Cal Olson was very active in the National Press Photographers Association and he documented various 
conventions, meetings, and the photojournalism training sessions called the Flying Short Course. Flying 
Short Course was a training program sponsored by the N.P.P.A. and the U.S. Air Force.  The photographs 
in this series are from various locations around the country and contain some military related images.  
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Unfortunately none of the locations were identified, and most of the identifications and dates is based 
upon evidence found on the images.  They have been arranged by approximate date order. 
 
The Slide Series is made up of fifty-four color slides.  They have been placed into the Institute for 
Regional Studies Slide Collection, where they were assigned number Slide 920 to 974.  The first set of 
slides were likely used by Cal Olson in a presentation about a series of Forum stories on North Dakota 
Indian tribes done in January 1966, for which he won the George Polk Memorial Award.  The next set of 
slides feature two hunting trips, one hunting moose in Nipawin Provincial Park, the other hunting 
antelope in Montana in the early 1960s.  The remaining images are of miscellaneous subject matter and 
copy work. 
 
NEGATIVE LIST 
 
Negative No.  Contents 
 
   Finding aid, and Biographical material 
 
   Images of Cal Olson Series 
 
530-535   Self-portrait 1957 (4 x 5) 
A3576-A3583   Cal Olson mug 1/30/1964 (35 mm) 
A3584-A3587   Beardless mug 4/17/1975 
S3928-S3929   Cal Olson in darkroom (120 mm) 
A3588-S3589   Cal Olson in Vietnam (35 mm color) 
 
   Fargo Tornado Series 
 
1-13    Street scenes 
14-27    Building destruction 
28-45    People 
46-52    Clean up 
53-70    Aerials 
S1-69    120 mm 
A1-A49   35 mm 
 
Accidents and Disasters Series  
 
71-72    Accident – Automobile, cutting someone out of car (4x5) 
S70-S83   Accident – Automobile by airport 4/22/1955 (120 mm) 
S84-S97   Accident - Automobile and tractor, Buffalo, N.D. 5/14/1956 (120 mm) 
S98-S108   Accident - Four automobile 12/29/1956 (120 mm) 
S109-S112   Accident – Mothers (Ellen Olson) automobile (120 mm) 
A50-A63   Accident - Automobile in flooded underpass 9/2/1957 (35 mm) 
A64-A83   Accident – Kopperud, Nov. 1971 (120 mm) 
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S113-S123   Accident - Airplane at Lawndale 1/25/1954 (120 mm) 
S124-S128   Accident – Gassed child (Deborah DaFoe) 2/16/1955 (120 mm) 
73    Accident – Man in trench (4x5) 
S129-S138   Fire – Bakery (Dutch Maid) 2/5/1955 (120 mm)  
74-75    Fire – Earle Hotel, Fargo, N.D. 12/15/1951 (4 x 5)  
S139-S149   Fire – Northwood Hotel, Crookston, Minn. 3/26/1954 (120 mm)  
76    Fire – Oil tank, Moorhead, Minn. 9/6/1952 (4x5) 
A83-A94/S150-S155  Fire – Sawrey family, Fargo, N.D. 3/20/1957 (120 mm & 35 mm) 
S156-S165   Fire – Skelly 3/27/1957 (120 mm) 
S166-S170   Fire – Unidentified (120 mm) 
S171-S194   Elevator collapse, Fargo, N.D. 6/12/1955 (120 mm) 
 
Aerials Series 
 
77-90    Fargo-Moorhead aerials Feb. 1953 (4 x 5) 
91-98    Fargo-Moorhead aerials 7/2/1954 (4 x 5) 
99-107    Fargo-Moorhead aerials 1/9/1954 (4 x 5) 
108-126   Fargo-Moorhead and flood aerials 8/5/1955 (4 x 5) 
A95-A97, 127-149  Fargo-Moorhead aerials 8/24/1955 (4 x 5) 148&149 stuck together 
150-159   Fargo-Moorhead aerials 5/3/1957 & 6/19/1957 (4 x 5) 
160-173   Fargo-Moorhead levee aerials July 1959 (4 x 5) 
A98-A161   Fargo-Moorhead aerials 5/29/1961 (35 mm) 
174    Fargo Grain Terminal (4 x 5) 
A162-A200   Television tower, no date (35 mm) 
A175-A178   Helling aerial, West Fargo, N.D. 9/19/1957 (4 x 5) 
 
Animals and Livestock Series 
 
S195    Buffalo – albino 12/16/1953 (120 mm) 
S196-S201   Cat under car 11/21/1956 (120 mm) 
S202-S216   Chihuahuas 3/6/1958 (120 mm) 
S217-S220   Dog & cat (120 mm) 
S221-S223   Dogs (120 mm) 
S224-S225   Donkeys (120 mm) 
S226-S229   Ducks, too many 11/20/1956 (120 mm) 
S230-S336   Horse roundup 5/1/1954 (120 mm) 
179    Horses 1967 entitled “Blizzard” (4 x 5) 
 
   Church and Religion Series 
 
S337-S352   Bible school, Oakes, N.D. 5/28/1957 (120 mm) 
S353-S362   Bethlehem Church 12/4/1955 (120 mm) 
S363-S369   Bethlehem confirmation 5/20/1956 (120 mm) 
180, S370-S381   Bethlehem & Ulen confirmations 6/9/1957 (5 x 7 & 120 mm) 
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S382-S392   Christmas program, Kindred 12/18/1954 (120 mm) 
181, S393-S399   Confirmation, Bethlehem, Fargo 5/21/1961 (4 x 5 & 120 mm) 
182-185, S400-S413  Confirmation, Bethlehem, Fargo, no date (4 x 5 & 120 mm) 
186-195   Faith Temple 5/2/1956 (4 x 5) 
196-197   Funeral, no date (4 x 5) 
S414-S423   Lutheran Welfare Society 3/27/1957 (120 mm) 
S424-S433   Nuns, musical 11/31/1956 (120 mm) 
S434-S451   Nuns skating 1/6/1956 (120 mm) 
198    Our Savior’s Lutheran, Moorhead, Minn. (4 x 5) 
 
College & University Series 
 
199-211   Concordia Library 2/10/1956 (4 x 5) 
212    Kappa Delta 1963 pledges, N.D.A.C. (4 x 5) 
213-215   Moorhead State College aerials 8/19/1963 (4 x 5) 
216-220   Moorhead State College aerials 8/9/1965 (4 x 5) 
S452-S468   NDAC Beaux Arts Ball 3/13/1954 (120 mm) 
S469-S501   NDAC football singles 9/1/1955 (120 mm) 
221-226, S502-S507  NDAC grant negs. (4 x 5 & 120 mm) 
S508-S531   NDAC hearing for Controversy of 1955 4/12/1955 (120 mm) 
A201-A228   NDAC Homecoming 10/19/1957 (35 mm) 
S532-S545   NDAC queens 10/12/1955 (120 mm) 
S546-S551   NDAC queens Oct. 1955 (120 mm)  
S552-S571   NDAC – MSC Homecoming 10/28/1955 (120 mm) 
S572-S585   Wahpeton Science School 2/1/1955 (120 mm) 
 
Crime Series 
 
227-236   Johnson, Benny – homicide? 12/24/1954 (4 x 5) 
S586-S599   Kent bank robbery 2/18/1958 (120 mm) 
S600-S601   Merchants National Bank Robbery 5/20/1955 (120 mm) 
S602-S615   Murder scene 5/18/1955 (120 mm) 
S616-S633   Pelican Rapids murder 12/19/1954 (120 mm) 
 
Fargo Forum Series 
 
237-238   Black, Norman D. portrait (4 x 5) 
239-240, S634-S689  Brochure - April 1953 (4 x 5 & 120 mm) 
241-242   Cann, Kay (4 x 5) 
S690-S697   Carriers (120 mm) 
243    Farewell Party – Pete? (4 x 5) 
A229-A238   General (35 mm) 
244    Lindell, Wallace 
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245-246, S698-S888  Mug shots – Oct 1953 (120 mm) 
247, S889-S890   Newsroom – April 1953 (4 x 5 & 120 mm) 
248-250, S891   Paulson, H. D. (4 x 5 & 120 mm) 
251-252   Paulson, John D. 12/10/1956 (4 x 5) 
253    Penas, Phil (Matthews) 
254-259   Photographers (Alf Olsen & Chet Gebert)  3/2/1955 (4 x 5) 
260-282   Pulitzer staff mug shots, May 1958 (4 x 5) 
 
Fargo, N.D. Series 
 
283-292   Bank, 1st Federal Savings & Loan (4 x 5 – one in color) 
A239-A243   Bank, 1st National 3/4/1957 (35 mm) 
A244-A249   Bank, 1st National, no date (35 mm) 
293-298, S892-S897  Children’s Village 8/24/1956 (4 x 5 & 120 mm) 
S898-S905, A250-A264  Children’s Village playground 8/20/1957 (120 mm & 35 mm) 
S977-S982   City Hall, 1955 (120 mm) 
S906-S913, A265-A271  Drivers License Test 1/21/1958 (120 mm & 35 mm) 
S914-S952   Fargo at night, Oct. 5-7, 1953 (120 mm) 
299-302   Fargo Grain Terminal 6/22/1954 (4 x 5) 
S953-S960, A272-A284  Fargo-Moorhead Junior Entomologists 1/18/1958 (120 mm) 
303    Fargo Police 1953? (4 x 5) 
S961-S976   Fargo Public Library 3/31/1954 (120 mm) 
A285-A346   Fargo Public Library – story hour 2/15/1958 (35 mm)  
S983-S1003   Front Street, 1955 (120 mm) 
S1004-S1007   Hector Airport Terminal (120 mm) 
A347-A379   Herbst Santa Claus Express 12/1/1963 (35 mm) 
5x7P-419   House on 1408 South River Road 
S1008-S1027   Income tax feature 3/9/1954 (120 mm) 
S1028-S1048   North Side Fire Station 1/25/1956 (120 mm) 
S1049-S1069   Radar speed trap 9/2/1954 (120 mm) 
S1070-S1082   Rain, people walking on sidewalks (120 mm) 
S1083-S1112   St. Luke’s Nursery 5/22/1957 (120 mm) 
S1113-S1130   Salvation Army 11/30/1953  
A380-A382   Sons of Norway – Nels Roswick (35 mm) 
S1131-S1138   Street (Insurance pictures) 3/22/1957 (120 mm) 
304-307, A383-A391  Sunset Lanes, Fargo Drive Away 11/6/1965 (4 x 5 color & 35 mm)) 
S1139-S1140   Ten Commandments Monument 3/8/1958 (120 mm) 
 
Farms and Farming Series 
 
S1141-S1169   Becker brothers of Wyndmere, N.D. 5/10/1955 (120 mm) 
S1170-S1179   Blue Heron Game Farm, Otter Tail, John E. Barner owner 10/7/1953 
     (120 mm) 
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S1180-S1201   Farms – Virgil Stover, Lake Park & Lynn Champ, Averill 2/26/1954  
     (120 mm) 
S1202-S1224   Farm – Henry Wischer, Argusville 1/14/1954 (120 mm) 
S1225-S1241   Harvest 8/3/1955 (120 mm) 
S1242-S1243   Tractor (120 mm) 
 
Hunting and Fishing Series 
 
S1244-S1277   Aerial fox hunt 2/15/1955 (120 mm) 
S1278-S1296   Antelope hunt 9/24/1954 (120 mm) 
A392-A406   Deer hunt, Badlands 11/11/1955 (35 mm) 
S1297-S1298, A407-A422 Deer hunt, Badlands 11/9/1956 (120mm & 35 mm) 
A423-A432   Deer hunting (35 mm) 
S1299-S1308   Duck opener Oct 1954 (120 mm) 
S1309-S1313   Ducks, too many 11/20/1956 (120 mm) 
A583-A596   Fish pool 5/9/1957 (35 mm) 
S1314-S1337   Fish seining, Cormorant, Minn. 9/20/1954 (120 mm) 
308    Fishing (4 x 5) 
A433-A483, S1338-S1349 Fishing – Saskatchewan & general (120 mm & 35 mm) 
A484-A549   Goose hunt, mark Andrews 10/26/1963 (35 mm) 
A550-A582   Goose hunt, Reidmann Oct. 1963 (35 mm) 
309-310, A597-A601  Goose hunt, Sand Lake (4 x 5 and 35 mm) 
S1350-S1364   Goose hunt, Upham, N.D. 10/27/1956 (120 mm) 
S1365-S1386   Gun class, Ulen, Minn. 3/15/1956 (120 mm) 
A616-A623   Guns (35mm) 
S1387-S1388   Hunters, Oct. 1954 (120 mm) 
311-312   Hunting (4 x 5 Color transparencies) 
S1389-S1390   Hunting, copy of 1900 Stump Lake print with Frank Starret & Jack 
      Hutchinson and ducks (120 mm) 
S1391-S1412   Hunting, general, Oct 1954 (120 mm) 
S1413-S1415   Ice fishing, Detroit Lakes area 2/10/1957 (120 mm) 
S1415-S1449, A624-A639 Jones Resort 8/23/1957 (120 mm) 
S1450-S1474   Mule Deer hunt 11/13/1954 (120 mm) 
S1475-S1487   Smelt fishing (120 mm) 
S1488-S1502   Trap shoot 8/6/1954 (120 mm) 
S1503-S1520   Trapper, Borup, Minn. 12/6/1955 (120 mm) 
 
Indians Series 
 
A640-A734   Fort Totten Indians (35 mm) 
A735-A833   Turtle Mountain Indians (35 mm) 
A834-A872   Standing Rock Indians (35 mm) 
S1521-S1547   Wahpeton Indian School 1956/57? (120 mm) 
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Military Series 
 
S1548-S1561   Air Guard, filter center 5/16/1956 (120 mm) 
S1562-S1614   Camp Grafton 6/16/1954 (120 mm) 
S1615-S1632   Grand Forks Air Force Base 7/2/1956 (120 mm) 
S1633-S1652   Minot Air Force Base 7/5/1956 (120 mm) 
S1653-S1675   Radar station, Finley, N.D. 5/10/1954 (120 mm) 
S1676-S1677   U.S. Air Force 5/22/1957? (120 mm) 
A873-A897   U.S. Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs 1970? (35 mm)  
 
Olson Family Series 
 
313    Cal Olson family Christmas Card (4 x 5) 
A898    Cal Olson family Christmas Card 1963 (35 mm) 
S1678-S1690   Cathy 11/19/1955 (120 mm) 
314    Cathy 12/28/1966 (4 x 5) 
S1691-S1702   Cathy (& Santa Claus) 11/10/1956 (120 mm) 
315, S1703-S1706  Cathy & Santa 12/10/1955 (4 x 5 & 120 mm) 
S1707-S1719, A899-A906 Cathy (120 mm, 35 mm) 
316-317   Cathy’s Kindergarten Class, Agassiz School, 1957 (4x5) 
318-319   Cathy’s 3rd Grade Class, Hawthorne Elem. 1960 (4x5) 
S1720-S1751, A907-A925 Charles David (120 mm, 35 mm) 
320, S1752-S1777, A926-A931 Charles David and Cathy (4x5, 120 mm, 35 mm) 
A932-A934   Dad barbershop Aug 1966 (35 mm)  
321-325, A935-A963  Dahl, Kari Lou & Doug Walker wedding (4 x 5 & 35 mm) 
S1778-S1782   Four generation 
S1783-S1790   Olson, Al – cabin on Long Lake (120 mm) 
S1791-S1793   Olson, Dew, twins (120 mm) 
S1794-S1799   Salmonson, Leonard & Esther, anniversary 7/1/1956 (120 mm) 
 
Outdoors Series 
 
A964    Deer 11/22/1960 (35mm) 
S1800-S1801, A965-A1053 Duck banding (120 mm & 35 mm) 
S1802-S1821   Fish spawn 4/26/1956 (120 mm) 
S1822-S1841   North Dakota logging 10/11/1955 (120 mm) 
A1054-A1094   Pheasant feeding 3/8/1962 (35 mm) 
326, S1842-S1867  Turtle Mountains 7/4/1956 (4 x 5 & 120 mm) 
 
People Series 
 
327-330   Babies, New Years 1954 (4 x 5) 
S1868-S1871   Baby 
331-334   Baby, Clay’s (4 x 5) 
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A1095-A1111   Baby, Lahammer (35 mm) 
S1872-S1875   Baby, Lucier 2/19/1957 (120 mm) 
335    Baby in party setting 
S1876-S1887   Baby with cake 12/6/1956 (120 mm) 
S1888-S1907   Bathing beauties 7/18/1956 (120 mm) 
S1908-S1909   Boy with water hose 
S1910-S1919   Brown quadruplets 5/10/1955 (120 mm) 
336-343   Child & hat, April 1953 (4 x 5) 
A1112-A1127   Children waiting, Fargo-Moorhead 4/17/1957 (35 mm) 
A1128-A1156   Construction workers 8/4/1965 (35mm) 
S1920-S1946   Cookie party, Rebecca Campbell, Fargo 3/28/1956 (120 mm) 
344-350   Davies, Ronald N., Judge (4 x 5) 
S1947-S1951   Deutsch, Tom – family Christmas 1963 (120 mm) 
S1952-S1953   Drenth, Cornelius, Horace, N.D. (120 mm) 
A1157-A1188   Dressing up, Leslie Jo Henning, Fargo 11/13/1956 (35 mm) 
S1954-S2023   Fashion 2/28/1954 (120 mm) 
351    Fashion show 1955 (4 x 5) 
A1189-A1191   Gerlach children Aug. 1965 (35 mm) 
352    Girl with baton 
S2024-S2039   Girl with makeup 11/29/1955 (120 mm) 
S2040-S2041   Gouin, O. E., Wild Rice, N.D. (120 mm) 
353-357   Haircut (4 x 5) 
S2042-S2060   Haircut, Mike Dockendorf’s first, F-M Barbershop 4/23/1956 (120 mm) 
A1195-A1227   Halloween 10/31/1956 (35 mm) 
S2061-S2078   Hats, crazy 2/24/1957 (120 mm) 
S2079-S2082   Kively, Harold “Carrington Fat Man” 7/6/1955 (120 mm) 
S2083-S2099   Korean baby, Jeffrey Palmer, Fargo 10/7/1958 (120 mm) 
S3892    Northrop, Albertine - body being removed from apartment 6/15/1955  
     (120 mm) 
S2100-S2122   Old Time Christmas, Oscar Furnberg family, Horace 12/7/1955 
      (120 mm) 
S2123-S2132   Osborn, Harry family “39 Snapshots”, Moorhead 11/25/1954 (120 mm) 
S2133-S2140   Polio family, Mary Knudson, West Fargo 3/5/1956 (120 mm) 
358    Pollock, Charles M. (4 x 5) 
S2141-S2156   PTA style show 10/9/1956 
S2157-S2167   Rafftery, Gerry - children (120 mm) 
A1228-A1233   Riley, John M. (35mm) 
A1234-A1253   Singing lesson, Karen Knudson & Agnes Kise, Moorhead (35 mm) 
S2168-S2190   Triplets at NDAC, Vernelle Ness 9/28/1955 (120 mm) 
S2191-S2210   Triplets, Mathew Mess sons, Wahpeton 12/3/1954 (120 mm) 
S2211-S2214   Twin babies, 1955 
S2215-S2232   Twin twins, Stanley Morrison family, Fargo 5/9/1957 (120 mm) 
S2233-S2252, A1254-A1266 Twins – sets at Lewis & Clark Elem. 11/16/1955 (120 mm) 
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S2253-S2259, A1267-A1285 Unidentified people, bus driver, Fargo Theatre ticket booth worker, 
    paper boy, popcorn vender, post office worker (120 mm & 35 mm) 
S2260-S2278   Wild rice hats 3/26/1958 (120 mm) 
S2279-S2285   Wilson, George C., 73 year old dancer 3/5/1954 (120 mm) 
359    Woman serving pie to a soldier 
A1286, S3706-S3708  Woodcarver, Thomas Hansen, Valley City 2/5-6/1958 (35 mm) 
 
Politics and Government Series 
 
A1287-A1294   Andrews, Mark – Election eve 10/22/1963 
A1295-A1298   Dosland (35 mm) 
360    Eisenhower in Fargo 1953 (4 x 5) 
S2286-S2297   Farmers Union, Wheat referendum vote 6/23/1956 (120 mm) 
S2298-S2337   Griggs & Traill politics 10/15/1956 (120 mm) 
S2338-S2353   Kefauver in Fargo-Moorhead 9/19/1956 (120 mm) 
A1299-A1393   Kennedy, John F., in Grand Forks 9/25/1963 (35 mm) 
A1394-A1426   Kennedy, Robert F., in Fargo 4/15/1968 (35 mm) 
A1427-A1434   Langer, William 3/8/1958 (35 mm) 
S2354-S2382   Nixon in Fargo 9/21/1956 (120 mm) 
A1435-A1471   North Dakota Democratic-NPL Convention 1964 (35 mm) 
361-374, S2383-S2387  North Dakota Governor’s house 2/9/1955 (4 x 5 & 120 mm) 
375, S2388-S2416  North Dakota Legislature 2/8/1955 (120 mm & 4 x 5) 
S2317-S2420, A1472-A1519 North Dakota Legislature 2/7/1957 (120 mm) 
S2421-S2436   North Dakota Legislature 1957, Chet? (120 mm) 
A1520-A1532   North Dakota Republicans, 1964(35 mm) 
A1533-A1561   Republican National Convention 1964 (35 mm) 
 
   School Series 
 
S2437-S2464, A1562-A1590 Barney – Mooreton School 10/11/1956 (120 mm & 35 mm) 
376-379   Beth El Kindergarten 4/26/1957 (4 x 5) 
S2465-S2487   Blind nursery school 9/30/1957 (120 mm) 
A1591-A1613   Chin ups Hawthorne School 10/31/1956 (35 mm) 
S2488-S2523   Christmas program, No. 8 School, rural Hickson 12/19/1952 (120 mm) 
S2524-S2538, A1614-A1638 Class play, Hope, N.D. 11/22/1955 (120 mm & 35 mm) 
S2539-S2584   “Dad” portraits 4/27/1955 (120 mm) 
S2585-S2598, A1639-A1653 Deaf school 1/22/1957 (120 mm) 
A1654-A1696   First Day of Kindergarten 9/8/1957 (35 mm) 
A1697-A1700   First day of school – Sept. (35 mm) 
S2599-S2632   First day of school, Golden Ridge 9/6/1955 (120 mm) 
S2633-S2649, A1701-A1722 Mexican summer school 7/18/1957 (120 mm & 35 mm) 
A1723-A1772   School, McVille 5/13/1964 (35 mm) 
S2650-S2663   School, unidentified (120 mm) 
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S2664-S2686   School building move, Amenia 12/20/1957 (120 mm) 
S2687-S2704, A1773-A1781 School bus, Hawley 4/23/1957 (120 mm & 35 mm) 
A1782-A1798   School cafeteria 3/1/1957 
S2705-S2708   School program, Sabin 12/15/1954 (120 mm) 
S2709-S2730   2nd Grad artists 11/25/1953 (120 mm) 
S2731-S2760   Speech & hearing class 1/27/1955 (120 mm) 
S2761-S2780   Students, “Map Drawing” 11/14/1956 (120 mm) 
A1799-A1801   Students “Wrong note” 1/23/1960 (35 mm) 
S2781-S2796   Valentine party, Agassiz 2/14/1956 (120 mm) 
 
Sports Series 
 
380    Barnett field? (4 x 5) 
381-383   Baseball, F-M Twins group 8/6/1955 (4 x 5) 
A1802-A1843   Baseball, Peewee 7/25/1957 (35 mm) 
A1844-A1855   Basketball (35mm) 
A1856-A1952   Basketball, Class B 3/1/1957 (35 mm) 
384    Basketball “Fancy meeting you” 2/17/1956 (4 x 5) 
385    Basketball “Hell with it” 1/30/1956 (4 x 5) 
S2797-S2813   Basketball Jamboree, Ada 11/29/1955 (120 mm) 
S2814, A1953-A1976  Basketball player, Ellendale (120 mm & 35 mm) 
S2815-S2904   Bowling feature 2/16/1954 (120 mm) 
386    Boxing  “Crying fighter” 2/3/1956 (4 x 5) 
387-408   Boxing, Golden Gloves 2/1/1955 (4 x 5) 
A1977-A2050   Boxing, Golden Gloves 2/4&9/1957 (35mm) 
S2905-S2922, A2051-A2063 Cross-country race 10/24/1957 (120 mm & 35 mm) 
409    Figure skater 2/9/1957 (4 x 5) 
401-426, S2923-S2933  Football, Shanley-Jamestown 11/5/1954 (4 x 5 & 120 mm) 
A2064-A2067   Football, Oct. (35 mm) 
A2068-A2071   Football coach, Oct (35 mm) 
427-429   Football game, 1953? (4 x 5) 
430-431   Golf (4 x 5) 
S2934-S2955, A2072-A2103 Hockey, UND-Denver 3/14/1958 (120 mm & 35 mm) 
A2104-A2217   Sailboat – Guy (35mm) 
431, S2956-S2958,  Soapbox derby (4 x 5 & 120 mm) 
A2218-A2224 
S2959-S2995   Stock car race 6/12/1954 (120 mm) 
A2225-A2274   Table tennis 5/9/1957 (35 mm) 
432    Tennis (4 x 5) 
A2275-A2278   Track – baton pass, May (35 mm) 
 
Topical Series 
 
A2279-A2369   Associated Press International, New York City, Dec. 1957 (35 mm) 
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S2996-S3004   Bottlers Association 4/20/1956 (120 mm) 
A2370-A2374   Brink’s, Inc. armored car (35 mm) 
A2375-A2391   Escalator 2/15/1957 (35 mm) 
A2392-A2436   Knitting class (35 mm) 
S3005-S3021   Ladies Home Journal 9/4/1955 (120 mm) 
A2437-A2465   Library shots (35 mm) 
S3022-S3051   Maple syrup feature 4/13/1954 (120 mm) 
S3052-S3071   National Press Photographers Association – Jim Robbins (35 mm) 
S3072-S3079   Northern Pacific Railroad truck 5/29/1957 (120 mm) 
433    Oil well tower (4 x 5) 
434    Photographers 1953? (4 x 5) 
A2466-A2508   Puddles 3/31/1965 (35 mm) 
A2509-A2554   Railroad (35 mm) 
435    Triple exposure 1953 (4 x 5) 
A2555-A2578   Window factory IBM (35 mm) 
A2579-A2640   Unidentified miscellaneous (35 mm)  
 
Towns Series 
 
S3080-S3104   Bismarck – State Prison 9/23/1954 (120 mm) 
S3105-S3126   Caledonia & Shelly shelter belt 3/15/1953 (120 mm) 
S3127-S3151   Clay County – Bookmobile 11/30/1955 (120 mm) 
S3152-S3174   Coburn – Population 4 3/24/1955 (120 mm) 
A2641-A2726   Colgate 12/10/1963 (35 mm) 
S3175-S3240   Cooperstown – “Fishing” trip 3/30/1955 (120 mm) 
S3241-S3254, A2727-A2749 Davenport – Easter Program 4/2/1957 (120 mm & 35 mm) 
S3255-S3271   Detroit Lakes – Boys Club 1/27/1958 (120 mm) 
A2750-A2752   Detroit Lakes - Miss Detroit Lakes, 7/15/1966 (35 mm) 
S3272-S3284, A2753-A2770 Devils Lake – Inventors Congress 1/22/1957 (120 mm & 35 mm) 
S3285-S3294   Dickinson – Refinery at night 4/30/1954 (120 mm) 
S3295-S3305   Fullerton – Frank Johnson Museum 5/28/1957(120 mm) 
S3306-S3315   Gackle 10/30/1957 (120 mm) 
436-465   Garrison Dam (4 x 5) 
466-469, S3316-S3326  Glyndon – Thortvedt Log Cabin 6/1/1955 (4 x 5 & 120 mm) 
S3327-S3328   Halstad – Main street 1954 (120 mm) 
S3330-S3348   Harvey – Children 7/7/1955 (120 mm) 
S3349-S3370   Harvey – Penthouse 7/6/1955 (120 mm) 
S3371-S3402   Hawley – Auction 9/15/1954 (120 mm) 
S3403-S3409   Hawley – Band auction 8/16/1955 (120 mm) 
S3410-S3428   Hendrum – Eagle Scouts 3/2/1954 (120 mm) 
A2771-A2790   Jamestown – Ann Carlson Center, Knautz Hall Dedication (35 mm) 
S3429-S3446   Jamestown – “Oklahoma” musical 4/18/1955 (120 mm) 
S3447-S3474   Jamestown – State Hospital 9/24/1954 (120 mm) 
S3475-S3498   Kindred – Diamond Jubilee 6/28/1955 (120 mm) 
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S3499-S3518   Lake Park – Lefse factory 10/9/1956 (120 mm) 
S3519-S3540   Lisbon – Diamond Jubilee (120 mm) 
A2791-A2820   Lisbon – Tree planting 4/24/1963 (35 mm) 
470, S3541-S3552,  Mandan - N.D. Industrial School 7/6/1956 (4 x5, 120 mm & 35 mm) 
A2821-A2822 
471    Mayville - Livestock auction 1954-1955 (4 x 5) 
S3553-S3566, A2823-A2829 Mayville - Livestock auction 10/9/1957 (120 mm) 
S3567    Moorhead – Bicycle accident, 1951  
S3568-S3595   Moorhead - Greater Moorhead Days 2/28/1956 (120 mm) 
S3596    Moorhead – pulling body from river 
S3597-S3611   New Rockford – Long track 7/7/1955 (120 mm) 
S3612-S3634   Oakes – Nursery 5/29/1957 (120 mm) 
S3635-S3678   Park Rapids – Boy Scout Wilderness Camp 6/24/1954 (120 mm) 
S3679-S3700   Peace Garden music 7/4/1956 (120 mm) 
S3701-S3733, A2830-A2853 Valley City – Area features 2/5-6/1958 (120 mm & 35 mm) 
472-488   West Fargo - Union Livestock (4 x 5) 
 
Vietnam Series 
 
A2854-A2887   Roll A (35 mm)| 
A2888-A2921   Roll C (35 mm) 
A2922-A2953   Roll F (35 mm) 
A2954-A2987   Roll H (35 mm) 
A2988-A3010   Roll I (35 mm) 
A3011-A3038   Roll J (35 mm) 
A3039-A3061   Roll K (35 mm) 
A3062-A3097   Roll L (35 mm) 
A3098-A3114   Roll P (35 mm) 
A3115-A3149   Roll Q (35 mm) 
A3150-A3163   Roll R (35 mm) 
A3164-A3176   Roll T (35 mm) 
A3177-A3199   Roll V (35 mm) 
A3200-A3234   Roll X (35 mm) 
A3235-A3263   Roll Y (35 mm) 
A3264-A3319   35 mm film from individual glassine sleeves 
A3320-A3339   35 mm from glassine packet 
A3340-A3460   35 mm film from individual glassine sleeves 
 
Weather Series 
 
A3461-A3464   Flood, April (35 mm) 
489-494   Flood, April 1952 (4 x 5) 
A3465-A3466   Snow drift (35 mm) 
S3734-S3740   Spring thaw 3/19/1954 (120 mm) 
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A3467-A3504   Windstorm, Fargo 6/9/1959 (35 mm) 
A3505-A3509   Winter, 1970? (35 mm) 
 
Weddings Series 
 
495-501, S3741-S3811  Black, Mary & Peter D. Lewis (4 x 5 & 120 mm) 
S3812-S3841   Edin wedding (120 mm) 
502-509, S3842-S3866  Erickson, Russ & Gjeneve Spilde wedding, Warren, Minn. 8/12/1963  
(4 x 5 & 120 mm) 
510-518, A3510-A3545  Hanson, Janice & Dennis Dullum wedding 6/4/1965 (4 x 5 & 35 mm) 
519-521, A3546-A3575  Hejl, Beverly & Gary Nantt wedding, Peace Luth., Fargo, 6/12/1965  
(4 x 5 & 35 mm) 
S3867-S3891   “Swiss bride” Elisabeth Jirgenson & Richard Swenson 6/15/1955  
     (120 mm) 
522-529, S3893-S3913  Thorstenson, Ardean & Carol Hejl wedding 2/10/1967 (4 x 5 & 120 mm) 
S3914-S3927   Wedding dance, Mr. & Mrs. Robert Judisch, Erie, N.D. 10/31/1955  
     (120 mm) 
 
   Rolled File Series 
 
A3590-A3592   Fire at Army Center, former Lincoln School, Forum, April 5, 1961, p. 1 
A3593    North Dakota Press Association, Forum, April 7, 1961, p. 1 
A3702-A3708   Children dancing in South Pacific production, Forum, April 16, 1961,  
p. C-7 
A3709-A3714   Kathy Vigesaa in self-tailored spring coat, Forum, April 16, 1961, p. C-7 
A3715-A3725   Byron Berntson playing pool & Nancy Flatt with World’s largest moth,  
     Forum, April 16, 1961, p. C-7 
A3726-A3751   Beaux Arts Ball, Forum, April 16, 1961, p. C-10 
A3752-A3763   Federal Beef in West Fargo & ground breaking with  
Herschel Lashkowitz 
A3764-A3765   Children dancing 
A3594-A3701   Little I, Forum, February 18, 1962, p. C-2 
A3849-A3850   Foster Drug robbery Moorhead, Minn. Forum, Aug. 3, 1965, p.1 
A3851-A3855   Karen Brevik in NDSU Entomology Dept., Forum, Aug. 4, 1965,  
p. M-11 
A3856-A3871   Swimming hole at Twin Valley, Minn., Forum, Aug. 10, 1965, p. M-11 
A3872-A3873   Northwestern Bell tower, Fargo, Forum, Aug. 14, 1965, p. 3 
A3874-A3902   Fargo North High School, Forum, Aug. 15, 1965, p. B-8 
A3903-A3936   Restemayer family in back to school fashions, Forum, Aug. 15, 1965,  
p. C-1 
A3937-A3950   NDSU Engineering Complex, Forum, Aug. 15, 1965, p. B-2 
A3951-A3959   Auto mechanics course, Forum, Aug. 15, 1965, B-6 
A3960-A3962   Ben Franklin Junior High addition, Forum, Aug. 22, 1965, C-11 
A3962-A3966   Coaching clinic, Concordia College, Forum, Aug. 17, 1965, p. 14 
A3967-A3968   Automobile accident – Larry D. Hanson, Forum, Aug. 18, 1965, p. 18 
A3969-A3978   Truck gardeners, Forum, Aug. 20, 1965, p. 1 
A3979-A3981   Portrait of unidentified man 
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A3982-A3984   Unidentified family with dog, Aug. 1965 
A3985-A3997   Tin can art by Milo Anderson, Forum, Aug. 22, 1965, p. B-1 
A3998-A4000   Portrait of an unidentified woman 
A4001-A4010   Houses along 13th Avenue S., Fargo 
A4011-A4032   Dragon football practice and football coach Ken Bladow, Forum,  
Aug. 26, 1965, pgs. 8 & 21 
A4033-A4035   Clinical pastoral education at St. Luke’s Hospital, Fargo, Forum,  
Sept. 5, 1965, p. B-5 
A4036-A4038   Audre Houglum Rusness, Forum, Aug. 29, 1965, p. C-12 
A4039-A4040   Group of youth at F-M Y.M.C.A., Forum, Aug. 29, 1965, p. C-1 
A4041-A4049   Fargo North High School coach and football practice 
A4050-A4058   New teachers, Forum, Sept. 5, 1965, p. C-3 
A4059-A4060   Unidentified man reading a catalog 
A4061-A4074   Blind bicyclist Patti Wallack, Forum, Sept. 5, 1965, p. B-1 
A4075-A4081   Pelican from El Zagal golf trap, Forum, Sept. 6, 1965, p. 1 
A4082-A4089   Golf, Bob Dahm & Blaine Shepherd, Forum, Sept. 7, 1965, p. 13 
A4090-A4106   Fargo North High School 1st day assembly, Forum, Sept. 7, 1965, p. 1 
A4107-A4109   Portrait of an unidentified man 
A4110-A4138   Bison football practice, Forum, Sept. 12, 1965, B-1 
A4139-A4191   “Phy Ed without frills”, Forum, Sept. 12, 1965, C-10 
A4192-A4195   Flooded underpass at University and Main Ave., Fargo, Forum,  
Sept. 14, 1965, p. 1 
A4196-A4213   New voting machines, Forum, Sept. 19, 1965, p. C-1 
A4214-A4215   Shopping Center Barber Shop (Chuck Rustvold & Edward Gall) 
A4216-A4218   Lori Wightman in new Fargo voting booth, Forum, Sept. 21, 1965, p. 1 
A4219-A4220   Gilbert Sauer, illegal liquor sale, Sept. 21, 1965, p. M-9 
A4221-A4222   Capture of jail escapee by Mr. & Mrs. Harry Brokke, Dilworth, Minn.,  
     Forum, Sept. 25, 1965, p. 1 
A4223-A4232   First Federal Savings and Loan lobby, Forum, Sept. 25, 1965, p. 3 
A4233-A4234   Robbery at 4th Street Off-sale Store, Fargo, Forum, Sept. 22, 1965, p. 1 
A4235-A4238   Metropolitan Building public restaurant, Forum, Sept. 26, 1965, p. B-4 
A4239-A4354   Metropolitan Savings & Loan, Fargo, Forum, Sept. 26, 1965, Section B 
A4355-A4357   Golf award – Leo Miller, Forum, Sept. 28, 1965, p. 11 
A4358-A4365   “Don’t scratch the floor” Bruce Murphy, Forum, Sept. 28, 1965, p. 1 
A4366-A4370   West Fargo High School homecoming royalty, Forum, Sept. 29, 1965, 
 p. 14 
A4371-A4373   Portrait of an unidentified man 
A4374-A4390   Main Avenue Urban Renewal area demolition, Forum, Sept. 28, 1965, 
 p. 1 
A4391-A4401   Fargo North High School cheerleaders, Forum, Sept. 30, 1965, p. 13 
A4402-A4431   Fargo North High School, Forum, Sept. 30, 1965 
A4432-A4433   Fargo North Swimming Pool, Forum, Sept. 30, 1965, p. 14 
A4434-A4439   Bison football practice, Forum, Oct. 1, 1965, p. 8 
A4440-A4441   Color television sale at Arvid Benson, Moorhead, Forum, Oct. 3, 1965, 
C-12 
A4442-A4444   Concordia College dorm room, Moorhead, Forum, Oct. 17, 1965, C-1 
A4445-A4446   North Central Section of the American Water Works Association  
     officers, Forum, Oct. 1, 1965, p. 16 
A4447-A4455   Cass County Jail construction site, Forum, Oct. 3, 1965, p. C-1 
A4456-A4458   Portrait of an unidentified woman 
A4459-A4460   Diamond ring winner, Keith H. Johnson, Forum, Oct. 5, 1965, p. 5 
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A4461-A4464   Temple Beth El, Yom Kippur, Forum, Oct. 3, 1965, p. C-7 
A4465-A4466   Unidentified house 
A4467-A4470   Candles at St. Anthony’s bazaar, Forum, Oct. 13, 1965, p. 19 
A4471-A4475   Portraits of 2 unidentified men 
A4476-A4483   Portrait of Mrs. Hazel (Gets) Davies for J.C. Penney’s advertisement, 
 Forum, Oct. 17, 1965, p. C-5 
A4484-A4488   Unidentified group of people in room being remodeled 
A4489-A4490   Unidentified girl being crowned at El Zagal Shrine 
A4491-A4514   Fargo City Council Meeting, 1965 
A4515-A4531   Merchants National Bank, Fargo 
A4532-A4539   Merchants National Bank – Mary Hell, Fargo 
A4540-A4550   Unidentified portraits of three young men 
A4551-A4562   Unidentified portraits of three women and two men 
A4563-A4566   Unidentified man seated behind a desk, Judge? 
A4567-A4575   Picking cabbage 
A4576-A4582   Ducks on a lake and flying 
A4583-A4586   Man fishing off end of dock 
A4587-A4589   Portrait of unidentified man 
A4590-A4594   Women in woodworking class 
A4595-A4600   Pamela Tourtlotte & Nancy Barrett running in Island Park, Forum,  
Oct. 3, 1965, p. C-1 
A4604-A4609   Magill Block after demolition, Forum, Oct. 6, 1965, p. 31 
A4610-A4612   Portrait of unidentified man 
A4613-A4624   New Hall at Concordia College, Moorhead, Forum, Oct. 7, 1965,  
p. M-13 
A4625-A4627   O.M. Brekke at Kjorlie Fuel Co., Fargo, Forum, Oct. 10, 1965, p. B-1 
A4628-A4639   Concordia College cheerleaders, Forum, Oct. 9, 1965, p. 14 
A4640-A4642   Fargo-Moorhead United Fund residential drive, Forum, Oct. 10, 1965 
A4601-A4603   First Federal Savings and Loan board of directors, Forum, Oct. 12, 1965, 
p. 6-7 
A4643-A4664   Setting duck decoys, Forum, Oct. 17, 1965, p. D-3 
A4665-A4666   Opportunity School for Handicapped Children, Forum, Oct. 20, 1965,  
p. M-13 
A4667-A4676   I-29 cofferdam construction, Forum, Oct. 21, 1965, p. M-13 
A4677-A4679   Mrs. Michael Hohndel & Mrs. James Hohndel holding “Wells Fargo  
     Days Oct. 1965” key, Forum Oct. 22, 1965, p. 9 
A4680-A4688   Nativity School football team, Forum, Oct. 22, 1965, p. 11 
A4689-A4703   Central Cass High School football feature, Forum, Oct. 24, 1965, p. D-5 
A4704-A4707   Westwood Bridge accident – Don Sayre, Forum, Oct. 25, 1965 
A4732-A4733   “Johnson” tombstone 
A4734-A4741   Hubert H. Humphrey speaking, Bismarck, Oct. 26, 1965 
A4708-A4722   Sugar beet truck and oil truck accident, Kragness, Minn., Forum,  
Oct. 27, 1965, p. 1 
A4723-A4731   I-94 opening at Fergus Falls, Minn., Forum, Oct. 29, 1965, p. M-9 
A4742-A4755   Central Cass vs. Fargo North football game, Forum, Oct. 30, 1965, p. 9 
A4756-A4771   Hillsboro High School football team, Forum, Oct 31, 1965, p. D-3 
A4772-A4775   Portrait of unidentified man 
A4776-A4777   Moorhead, Minn. Police Chief Hubert Warren making bullets, Forum,  
     Nov. 4, 1965, p. 22 
A4778-A4782   North Dakota Farmers Union convention sign 
A4783-A4786   Nativity School library, Forum, Nov. 4, 1965, p. 19 
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A4787-A4789   Main Ave. urban renewal lot, Forum, Nov. 7, 1965, p. C-1 
A4790-A4791   Portrait of unidentified man 
A4792-A4794   Portrait of unidentified woman 
A4795-A4798   Avola Frozen Pizza 
A4799-A4801   Dim-Co front end loader shipment, Forum, Nov. 6, 1965, p. 2 
A4802-A4804   Main Avenue urban renewal, Forum, Nov. 7, 1965, p. C-1 
A4805-A4815   Corn on William Buchholz farm, Wyndmere, N.D., Forum,  
Nov. 7, 1965, p. C-1 
A4816-A4823   Four principals of Horace Mann School, Forum, Nov. 7, 1965, p. B-1 
A4824-A4826   Opening of Highway 10 between Hawley and Dilworth, Minn., Forum,  
     Nov. 18, 1965, p. M-15 
A4827-A4829   Portrait of Dragon football coach 
A4830-A4854   Bob Rogers in Salvation Army kitchen, Forum, Nov. 25, 1965, p. 1 
A4855-A4867   Adoption of Rory Schmidt, Catholic Family Service of North Dakota,  
     Forum, Nov. 25, 1965, p. B-1 
A4868-A4880   Oak Grove High School basketball, Forum, Nov. 26, 1965, p. 9 
A4881-A4888   Oak Grove High School basketball coach, Darwin Gorder, Forum,  
Nov. 26, 1965, p. 9 
A4889-A4894   Fargo Forum interior, Forum, Nov. 27, 1965, p. 5 
A4895-A4905   Speeding automobiles on Broadway, Forum, Nov. 28, 1965, p. B-8 
A4906-A4911   Ice fishing at Tolna Dam, Forum, Dec. 5, 1965, p. D-3 
A4912-A4926   Dakota Food Service Equipment fire, Forum, Dec. 14, 1965, p. 1 
A4927-A4932   United Way Fund Drive, Forum, Dec. 15, 1965, p. 1 
A4933-A4955   Rebecca Brooks & Aloysius Schlosser playing with toys, Forum,  
Dec. 19, 1965, B-1 
A4956-A4959   1964 Christmas baby Jill Haugen, 1 year old, Forum, Dec. 25, 1965, p. 1 
A4960-A5024   Steven Rawley & Brent Johnson tobogganing on Wild Rice River and  
winter recreation, Forum Dec. 26, 1965, B-1 
A5025-A5027   Unidentified group meeting around a table 
A5028-A5034   Dining room in unidentified house 
A5035-A5054   Unidentified portraits of five men 
A5055-A5081   New York City scenes 
A5082-A5090   Unidentified meeting 
A5091-A5105   Southside Red Owl holdup, Forum, Jan. 16, 1966, p. 1 
A5106-A5120   The Bowler, Forum, Jan. 20, 1966, p. 16 
A5121-A5122   Portrait of unidentified man 
A5123-A5126   Lanell Robinson with data processing equipment, Fargo Auditors Office,  
     Forum, Jan. 23, 1966, p. C-1 
A5127-A5129   Portrait of unidentified man 
A5130-A5132   Portrait of man in military uniform with Torson visible on coat 
A5133-A5135   Portrait of unidentified man 
A5136-A5143   Fallout shelter display at H. V. Johnston Culvert Co.,  
  Forum, Jan. 23, 1966, p. C-1 
A5144-A5149   Survival supplies, Cass County Civil Defense, Forum, Jan. 23, 1966, C-6 
A5150-A5154   Officers of Minnesota North Dist. of the Lutheran Church Missouri  
     Synod, Forum, Jan. 27, 1966, p. 8 
A5155-A5158   Birth control pills, Forum, Jan. 30, 1966, p. B-8 
A5159-A5184   Bonnie Peterson modeling eye glasses, Forum, Jan. 30, 1966, p. C-1 
A5185-A5235   Wahpeton Sectional Golden Gloves Boxing, Forum, Feb. 1, 1966, p. 12 
A5236-A5238   Norwegian Festival Orchestra arriving at Concordia, Feb. 3, 1966, 
 p. M-9 
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A5239-A5244   Astronaut Walter M. Schirra at airport, Forum, Feb. 3, 1966, p. 1 
A5245-A5259   Fargo Farm Forum, Farmers Forum, Feb. 4, 1966, T-20 
A5260-A5262   Model home at 2225 10th Street S., Fargo, N.D., Forum, Feb. 5, 1966, 
 p. 12 
A5263-A5265   Portrait of Mrs. J. W. (Mary) Snyder, Forum, Feb. 6, 1966, p. C-9 
A5266-A5272   NDSU’s H. R. Albrecht, Ron Erhardt, R. G. Koppenhaver, Forum,  
Feb. 11, 1966, p. 14 
A5273-A5275   Portrait of Don Jacobsen, SDSU, Forum, Feb. 13, 1966, p. D-4 
A5276-A5278   Portrait of Gilmore Jondahl, Forum, Feb. 13, 1966, p. C-10 
A5279-A5281   Portrait of unidentified man 
A5282-A5293   Calvary Evangelical United Brethren Church, Kindred, Forum, 
 Feb. 13, 1966, p. C-10 
A5294-A5295   Portrait of Rev. A. R. Aleson, Forum, Feb. 13, 1966, p. C-10 
A5296-A5307   Kindred City Hall, Fire Station & Jail, Forum, Feb. 13, 1966, C-10 
A5308-A5309   Moorhead Boy Scout presenting award to Kiwanis Club, Forum, Feb. 11, 
 1966, p. 9 
A5310-A5312   Alfred Miller receiving plaque from Brick workers Local #1, Forum,  
     Feb. 13, 1966, p. D-4 
A5313-A5329   Moorhead gymnast Gil Gillespie, Forum, Feb. 13, 1966, D-2 
A5330-A5347   Basketball game, Ada vs. Wheaton, Forum, Feb. 13, 1966, D-1 
A5348-A5355   Portrait of unidentified woman 
A5356-A5359   Teletype machine at Clay County Sheriff Office, Forum,  
Feb. 16, 1966, p. 13 
A5360-A5387   Basketball game, UND Sioux vs. NDSU Bison, Forum, Feb. 20, 1966, 
 p. D-1 
A5388-A5393   Burglary at Trinity Lutheran Church, Moorhead, Forum, Feb. 21,  
1966, p. 1 
A5394-A5396   Portrait of Bill Weaver at desk, Forum, Feb. 23, 1966, p. 13 
A5397-A5405   Fargo Foundry (Otto J. Torkelson & J. Ogden Netland), Forum,  
Feb. 26, 1966, p. 24 
A5406-A5422   Northwest Oil Equipment Co., Forum, Feb. 26, 1966, p. 26 
A5423-A5425   Steel track ladders at Ehrichs Manufacturing Co., Forum, Feb. 26,  
1966, p. 26 
A5426-A5428   Fargo Rubber Stamp, Cy Fossum & Gary Westerholm, Forum, 
 Feb. 26, 1966, p. 26 
A5429-A5433   F-M Casket Co., Eugene Wolf & James Feigum, Forum, 
 Feb. 26, 1966, p. 26 
A5434-A5448   Minn-Kota Plant, Forum, Feb. 26, 1966, p. 19 
A5449-A5453   United-Buckingham terminal in Fargo, Forum, Feb. 26, 1966, p. 16 
A5454-A5460   Railroad freight house interior, Forum, Feb. 26, 1966, p. 16 
A5461-A5464   Automobile accident (Donald Rourke), U.S. Hwy 10 between Fargo &  
     West Fargo, Forum, Feb. 27, 1966, p. C-12 
A5465-A5477   Class A High School Basketball, Wahpeton vs. Grand Forks Central,  
     Forum, Feb. 27, 1966, p. D-1 
A5478-A5491   Clearing snow, Chad Stenerson, Moorhead, Forum, Mar. 3, 1966, p. 8 
A5492-A5493   Harold Levander with Mrs. O. H. Pederson & Mrs. G. R. Mitchell,  
     Moorhead, Forum, Mar. 3, 1966, p. M-13 
A5495-A5498   Unidentified house fire 
A5499-A5531   Basketball game, “Midgets’ vs. ? 
A5532-A5557   Vietnam (March 4, -April 5, 1966) 
A5558-A5559   Man at Fargo City Council chamber door 
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A5560-A5591   Central High School fire, Forum, April 20, 1966, p. 6 
A5592-A5593   Daylight savings time clock, Forum, April 23, 1966, p. 1. 
A5594-A5596   Fire at James Barnhart residence, Moorhead, Forum, April 22, 1966,  
p. 1. 
A5597-A5599   Tri-Hi Activities group portrait, Forum, May 7, 1966, p. 2. 
A5600-A5603   Portrait of William C. Marcil, Forum, May 7, 1966, p. 3 
A5604-A5665   Fishing in Gulf of Mexico, Clearwater, Florida, Forum, May 8, 1966, 
 D-6. 
A5666-A5671   Moorhead special education teacher, Maude Plath, Forum, May 8, 1966, 
 p. C-10. 
A5672-A5674   Moorhead State University baseball player, Doug Peterson, Forum,  
May 10, 1966, p. 12. 
A5475-A5476   Four Moorhead police officers receiving national citations, Forum,  
May 8, 1966, p. C-11. 
A5677-A5679   Minnesota fishing opener, Forum, May 15, 1966, p. B-1. 
A5680-A5683   Jack Thompson of Asp Construction in front of house at 2319 Willow  
     Road, Fargo, Forum, May 15, 1966, B-3. 
A5684-A5691   Jack Christiansen Stadium ground breaking, Forum, May 17, 1966,  
p. 13. 
A5692-A5700   Accident (Floyd Nitchke, Patricia A. Walz, Ernest F. Eberhart), Forum,  
     May 20, 1966, p. 1. 
A5701-A5706   Youth Forum reporters, Wayne McFarland & Bruce Engel, Forum, May  
     21, 1966, p. 6. 
A5707-A5726   Road next to interstate highway 
A5727-A5732   Hector Airport, Forum, May 21, 1966, p. 2. 
A5733-A5740   High rise dorms at NDSU under construction, Forum, May 24, 1966,  
p. 1. 
A5741    Automobile accident with Northern Pacific train 
A5742-A5743   Lions Club Teacher of the Year Award to Kathrine Rowland, Forum,  
     May 24, 1966, p. M-13. 
A5744-A5755   Portraits of unidentified men 
A5756-A5763   Unidentified group portrait 
A5764-A5766   Demolition of Travis Building, 220 N.P. Avenue, Forum, May 25, 1966. 
A5767-A5770   I.R.S. Meritorious Public Service Award to the Forum, Forum, May 25,  
     1966, p. M-19. 
A5771-A5774   Douglas K. Schnell, President of Fargo Investment Co., in front of house 
 1341 1st Street N., Fargo, Forum, May 29, 1966, p. A-5 June 4. 
A5557-A5792   Police night patrol, Robert N. Holte, Forum, June 5, 1966, p. C-10. 
A5793-A5796   Elna sewing machine 
A5797-A5802   Two Boy Scout portraits 
A5803-A5811   Aerial over interstate 
A5812-A5815   Geese 
A5816-A5821   Portrait of unidentified couple 
A5822-A5827   Portraits of men in Pure Oil uniforms 
A5828-A5830   Portrait of an unidentified man 
A5831-A5836   Man standing on bleachers 
A5837-A5847   Children’s Village 
A5848-A5850   Portrait of unidentified woman 
A5851-A5858   House fire 
A5859-A5864   Vietnam casualty Pfc. Allen J. Ritter funeral, Moorhead, Forum, June 6,  
     1966, M-13 
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A5865-A5913   Art Show Fargo Memorial Auditorium, Forum, June 5, 1966, C-1  
A5914-A5916   Jack Williams Stadium, Forum, June 8, 1966 page 27 
A5917-A5920   Portrait of Five Women, 50 mile hikers, Forum, June 5, 1966, C-1 
A5921-A5923   St. Anthony of Padua rectory, Forum, June 5, 1966, C-7 
A5924-A5931   Fargo Forum Paperboy 
     -Elm Street North From 23rd Ave Fargo, Forum, July 25, 1966,  
     page 7 
     -9th Street North Between 30th and 33rd Ave. Fargo, Forum,  
     August 1, 1966, page 7 
A5932-A5934   Syndicate Block Facelift, Forum, June 5, 1966, C-8 
A5935-A5936   North Dakota Boys State Governor J. Casey Ryan, Forum, June 8, 1966,  
     page 13 
A5937-A5947   Deer at Biltmore Motel pool, Forum, June 9, 1966, page 15 
A5948-A5950   North Dakota Homemakers Council officers, Forum, June 10, 1966,  
     page 16 
A5951-A5958   Fargo Fire Chiefs Williams Stewart & Gordon E. Ness, Forum,  
June 12, 1966, D-1  
A5959-A5960   Dorothy Tergen making Kransekage, Forum, June 12, 1966, B-1 
A5961-A5966   Philip R. Szeitz with “Rain Children” Fountain sculpture, Forum, June  
     12, 1966, C-8 
A5967-A5991   Trench Cave in Fargo (Burton Swetland), Forum, June 13, 1966, page 1 
A6017-A6087   Night duty at St. Luke’s Hospital, Forum, June 19, 1966, C-6 
A6088-A6093   Fargo Weather Bureau receiving citation for outstanding service, Forum,  
     June 30, 1966, page 11 
A6094-A6113   Island Park Pool, Forum, July 1, 1966, page 1 
A6114-A6116   Portrait of Chester Leverson, Forum, July 2, 1966, page3 
A6117-A6126   Red River Valley Horseshoe Tournament, Oak Grove Park, Forum, July  
     3, 1966, C-3 
A6127-A6131   Camp Fire Girls in official uniforms, Jane Lauer & Patti Helgrem,  
     Forum, July 3, 1966, B-4 
A6132-A6151   Storm Clean up, Forum, July3, 1966, D-1 
A6152-A6154   Man and a Woman 
A6155-A6160   Portraits of two men 
A6161-A6162   Two Men with Fish, Minnesota 
A6163-A6165   School Children in a Classroom 
A6166-A6175   Two women in dry cleaning establishment 
A6176-A6201   PSA Journal office, New York City 
A6202-A6253   Various airport, hotel room & U.S. Air Force images 
A6254-A6320   Deep Sea Fishing, Clearwater, Florida 
A6321-A6379   Amusement park in Florida 
A6380-A6385   Automobile Accident Royce A. Rutherford & Rodger Bratlien, Forum,  
     July 5, 1966, page 1 
A6394-A6403   Jeff Else & dog on bike, Forum, July 6, 1966, page 13 
A6404-A6442   Fort Totten, Forum, July 10, 1966, B-5 
A6443-A6445   West Fargo Chamber of Commerce Members “Membership Roundup”,  
     Forum, July 11, 1966, page 13 
A6446-A6449   Man being arrested, July 1966 
A6450-A6454   Red River Valley Fair & Man with a John Deere hat, July 1966 
A6456-A6467   Harness racing, Red River Valley Fair, Forum, July 13, 1966, page 9 
A6469-A6470   Miss Detroit Lakes, Forum, July 15, 1966, M-9 
A6471-A6504   N.D. Industrial School, Mandan, N.D., Forum, July 17, 1966, D-6 
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A6505-A6528   North Dakota Amateur Athletic Union Swimming Championship,  
     Forum, July 17, 1966, C-2 
A6529-A6568   Home of Antiques, Clifford & Gladys Moe, Forum, July 24, 1966, B-1 
A6569-A6571   Jim Fay, President of Amerland Co., in front of house at 1430 8th Street  
     South, Forum, July 31, 1966, A-13 
A6572-A6580   Forum Press Room, July 1966 
A6581-A6600   Doreen Volk Murder, Forum, August 4, 1966 
A6601-A6604   Murder Victim Doreen Volk (copy photography), Forum, August 4,  
     1966, page 1 
A6605-A6615   Babe Ruth League Baseball, Mankato vs. Duluth, Forum, August 6,  
     1966, page 8 
A6616-A6622   J.C. Penny’s TV department (color TV’s), Forum, August 7, 1966, A-3 
A6623-A6640   Woman walking at night in Fargo, Forum, August 7, 1966, C-1 
A6641-A6646   Deceased man in car, August 1966 
A6647-A6676   Cal Olson Camping at Lake, August 7, 1966, C-1 
A6677-A6698   Cathy Olson waking besides lake, Forum, August 7, 1966, C-1 
A6699-A6704   Squirrel eating a cookie 
A6705-A6718   Red River Valley Open Tennis Tournament, Forum, August 7, 1966, D-1 
A6719-A6732   Portrait of Rich Stokstad, Craig Sandvig, Ron Keith, Ann Craney, Mary  
     Ann Gambucci, and a Woman, Forum, August 7, 1966, D-1 
A6733-A6738   Babe Ruth baseball, Moorhead vs. St. Luis Park, Forum, August 9, 
 1966, page 13 
A6739-A6751   King Brothers Circus, Forum, August 11, 1966, page 1 
A6752-A6760   Concordia Coaching Clinic, Forum, August 12, 1966, page 11 
A6761-A6763   Baseball, Jamestown vs. Mandan, Forum, August 12, 1966, page 10 
A6764-A6766   Arvid Benson Supply, G.E. Distinguished Merchant Award, 
 August 1966 
A6767-A6770   Man in mechanical room 
A6771-A6773   F.F.A Youth Leadership Camp attenders, Forum, August 13, 1966,  
page 7 
A6774-A6777   C.C. Clark & Omer Mathiason, Fargo Chamber of Commerce, Forum,  
     August 13, 1966, page 3 
A6778-A6781   Elevated View of Moorhead State College, Forum, August 14, 1966, B-1 
A6782-A6783   Probstfield Elementary School, Forum, August 14, 1966, B-12 
A6784-A6810   Cardinal Muench Seminary, Forum, August 14, 1966, B-10 
A6811-A6814   Mail boxes, Forum, August 16, 1966, page 4 
A6815-A6822   Fargo Demolays 14 day bicycle marathon, Forum, August 18, 1966,  
     page13   
A6823-A6837   Duane Powers eating corn on the cob, Forum, August 21, 1966, C-1 
A6838-A6872   Public Drunkenness, Forum, August 21, 1966, C-8 
A6873-6878   Bishop Leo F. Dworschak at dedication of Cardinal Muench Seminary,  
     Forum, August 22, 1966, page 3 
A6879-A6884   Mrs. Gregg Pickert & daughter Lori Grocery Shopping, Forum, August  
     28, 1966, B-1 
A6885-A6915   Main Avenue Urban Renewal, Forum, August 28, 1966, C-10 
A6916-A6917   A.K Simpson, Fargo Chamber of Commerce presenting a gift to Nancy  
     Kvittum, Forum, August 30, 1966  
A6918-A6920   Self Service Furniture Store, Forum, Sept. 4, 1966, C-2 
A6921-A6923   Moorhead State College Roommates (Jean Giblette & Renea Blau),  
     Forum, September 11, 1966, B-7  
A6924-A6925   Firefighter in Uniform 
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A6926-A6927   Men in J.F.M. Shirts 
A6928-A6931   Meeting    
A6932-A7021   Clay County History Tour, Forum, September 4, 1966, C-10 
A7022-A7038   All City Golf Tournament, Fargo Country Club, Forum, September 6,  
     1966, page 13 
A7039-A7046   Fargo Jaycees Labor Day Picnic, Linden Wood Park, Forum, September  
     6 1966, page 11 
A7047-A7058   Carter Elevator Fire, Lisbon, N.D., Forum, September 9, 1966, page 1 
A7059-A7064   Football Game, Fargo North vs. Valley City, Forum, September 10,  
     1966, page 10 
A7065-A7165   “Duck Factory”, Forum, September 11, 1966, D-3 
A7166-A7174   Football Game, Concordia vs. Moorhead State, Forum, September 11,  
     1966, D-1 
A7175-A7179   Football Game, Fargo North vs. Valley City, Forum, September11, 1966,  
     page 10 
A7180-A7187   NDSU Student (John Gregory) leaning on Obelisk, Forum, September  
     11, 1966, C-1 
A7188-A7195   Silver Line Boats at Holiday Inn, Moorhead, Forum, September 12,  
     1966, M-9 
A7196-A7198   Aerial over I-94 5 miles west of Steele, N.D. 
A7199-A7214   Leland Olds Power Station, Stanton, N.D. Aerial, Forum, September 18,  
     1966, B-1 
A7215-A7238   Rupi Prasand Indian Student on NDSU Campus, Forum, September 18,  
     1966, C-1 
A7239-A7243   Educational Television Project, KFME- TV, Forum, September 19,  
     1966, page 3 
A7244-A7254   Pick Up Truck Accident, September 1966 
A7255-A7264   Greg Willert & Connie Mach, High School Band Day, Forum,  
     September 24, 1966, page 1 
A7265-A7269   D.F.L Headquarters, Moorhead, Forum, September 25, 1966, C-14 
A7270-A7275   Floyd C. (Pinkey) Waugrad burning campaign signs, Forum, September  
     25, 1966, C-1 
A7276-A7350   Victor Johnson Farm Auction, Harwood, Forum, September 25, 1966,  
C-10 
A7351-A7355   Running Mural at Concordia College Library, Forum, October 1, 1966, 
 page 16 
A7356-A7359   In press room at Forum? 
A7360-A7420   Red River Canoe trip, Forum, October 2, 1966, B-10 
A7421-A7429   Kathy Gorman modeling Go-Go watches, Forum, October 4, 1966, 
 page 9 
A7430-A7439   Man buffing a gym floor 
A7435-A7447   Charles Olson seated in chair, September 1966 
A7448-A7452   Charles Olson with duck (hunting), Sept. 1966 
A7453-A7467   Football, Moorhead vs. Fargo North, Forum, October 8, 1966 
A7468-A7476   Mrs. James Feigum & Mrs. Trueman Tryhus with Church Bazaar items,  
     Forum, October 9, 1966, B-1 
A7477-A7498   Aerials near 19th Avenue North Fargo, October 1966 
A7499-A7525   Aerials over Detroit Lakes, Forum, October 9, 1966, C-10 
A7526-A7527   Aerials over Crystal Sugar, The Farmers Forum, October 7, 1966, T-21 
A7528-A7529, A7533-A7536 Aerials over Moorhead Sewage Treatment Plant, Forum, October 26,  
     1966, page 3 
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A7530-A7532   Aerial over old fairgrounds, Forum, October 9, 1966, page C-1 
A7537-A7540   Aerials over Cardinal Muench Seminary October 1966 
A7541-A7544   Aerials over Fargo South High School under construction, Forum,  
     October 9, 1966, C-1 
A7545-A7549   Aerials over I-29 & I94 interchange looking North, Forum, October 26,  
     1966, page 18 
A7550-A7558   Aerials over Jack Christian Stadium & Concordia 
A7559-A7562   Aerials over Moorhead Senior High School under construction, Forum,  
     October 30, 1966, page B-10 
A7563-A7564   Aerials over Interstate 
A7565-A7567   Aerial over Moorhead State College 
A7568-A7573   Aerial over Holiday Mall, Moorhead & Interstate 
A7574-A7575   Bill Knutson & Eugene Fitzgerald with American Legion baseball  
     plaque, Forum, October 11, 1966, page 13 
A7576-A7581   Aerial of Field being plowed east of Glyndon, The Farmers Forum,  
     October 14, 1966 
A7582-A7585   Luke Moher in his Grocery Store, Forum, October 15, 1966, page 2 
A7586-A7593   Football, Fargo Central vs. Valley City, Forum, October 15, 1966,  
page 9 
A7594-A7612   Female employee of Gate City Savings & Loan, Forum, October 16,  
     1966, B-1 
A7613-A7622, A7645-A7647 Virginia Baumgartner at North Western Savings & Loan, Forum,  
     October 16, 1966, B-1 
A7623-A7628   Connie Leiseth of Security International Insurance Co., Forum, October  
     16, 1966, B-1 
A7629-A7634   Sherry Vall at First Federal Savings & Loan  
A7635-A7644   Linda Sunde of Metropolitan Savings & Loan, Forum, October 16, 1966,  
     B-1 
A7648-A7650   Carol Larson of Bjornson, Inc., Forum, October 16, 1966, B-1 
A7651-A7666   Minuteman II Missile Launch, Nelson County, Forum, October 20, 1966,  
     page 1 
A7667-A7670   Arnold Erickson, Jr. & Milo Elgin, Minuteman II Missile launch, Nelson  
     County, Forum, October 20, 1966, page 1 
A7671-A7672   Greater Moorhead Days Treasure Key Winners, Mrs. Eldon Thorson &  
     Mrs. Ole Kjonaas, Forum, October 20, 1966, page 1 
A7673-A7689   North Dakota Education Association Convention, Forum, October 21,  
     1966, page 1 
A7690-A7693   Rose & Ed Erhardt looking at Scrapbooks, Forum, October 23, 1966, 
 C-1 
A7694-A7708   Moorhead State College Marching Band, Forum, October 23, 1966, B-14 
A7709-A7720   Moorhead State College Homecoming, Moorhead vs. Bemidji, Forum,  
     October 23, 1966, D-3 
A7721-A7731   Football Game Concordia vs. Hamline, Forum, October 23, 1966, D-3 
A7732-A7734   People Protesting LBJ & Mondale, October 1966 
A7735-A7742   Jack Christianson at Concordia Stadium, Forum, October 26, 1966,  
page 9 
A7743-A7746   Business – Farm Day at the Forum, Forum, October 27, 1966, page 4 
A7747-A7750   Forum Carries win trip to Minneapolis, Forum, October 29, 1966, 
 page 16 
A7751-A7759   Football Game, Fargo North vs. Fargo Central, Forum, October 29,  
     1966, page 10 
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A7760-A7771   19th Avenue North at Night, October 1966? 
A7772-A7820   Moorhead vs. Shanley Football, Forum, November 6, 1966, D-5 
A7821-A7822   Portrait of teenage boy 
A7823-A7836   Veterans Day Ceremony on Broadway, November 11, 1966, page 1 
A7837-A7842   Student at drafting table, November 1966 
A7843-A7863   Rural November Scenes near Harwood, N.D., The Farmers Forum,  
     November 11, 1966, page 1 
A7864-A7879   Mask Making at North Junior High, Moorhead, Forum, November 13,  
     1966, B-1 
A7880-A7940   Christmas Shopping, Forum, November 27, 1966, B-8 
A7941-A7944   Fargo Rotary Club’s Diversified Farming Award winner Robert  
     Schmuser & outstanding 4-H club’s Award, with Ann Wills &  
     Keith Gohdes, The Farmers Forum, December 2, 1966, page 1 
A7945-A7956   Hunting Ducks, November 1966? 
A7957-A7958   Man & Woman Looking at Children’s Village booklet, November 1966? 
A7959-A8026   Sioux Football Training, Grand Forks, Forum, December 1, 1966, D-1 
A8027-A8044   Toni Foley, Go-Go Dancer, Forum, December 4, 1966, C-15 
A8045-A8059   North Dakota State Senate Leaders, Forum, December 8, 1966, page 2 
A8060-A8062   Steve Shark Lighting a Menorah at Temple Beth El, Forum, December  
     11, 1966, B-6 
A8063-A8065   Reverend Donald Roaning, Pontoppidan Lutheran Church, Forum,  
     December 11, 1966, B-6 
A8066-A8080   St. Mary’s Cathedral alter, Forum, December 11, 1966, B-6 
A8081-A8117   Fargo City Commission Meeting- dismissal of Dr. John Bond, Forum,  
     December 13, 1966, page 1 
A8118-A8218   First Methodist Church Hand bell Choir, Forum, December 18, 1966,  
B-8 
A8219-A8221   Mytee Glo Portable Heater from de Lendrecie Advertisement, Forum,  
     December 18, 1966, D-4 
A8222-A8233   Construction, Our Redeemer Lutheran Church Addition, Moorhead,  
     Forum, December 18, 1966, C-16 
A8234-A8241   Fargo South High School Construction, Forum, December 18, 1966,  
C-16 
A8242-A8248   Interstate High Way Construction 
A8249-A8253   Northwestern Bell Co. Addition Construction, Forum, December 18,  
     1966, C-16 
A8254-A8268   Moorhead Area Technical Vocational Institute Construction, Forum,  
     December 18, 1966, C-16 
A8269-A8272   Judging Pavilion Cass Co. Construction Fairgrounds, Forum, December  
     18, 1966, C-16 
A8273-A8279   Boiler Explosion, Thomas Sapa home, Moorhead, Forum, December 19,  
     1966, page 1 
A8280-A8282   George Sinner Family on Northwest airline passenger plane, Forum,  
     December 20, 1966, page 13 
A8283-A8291   Automobile in Red river (Roger Buscher), Forum, December 21, 1966,  
     page 12 
A8292-A8311   Little Red Grocery Fire, Forum, December 23, 1966, page 3 
A8312-A8315   Copies of Forum Front covers used in Advertisement, Forum, December  
     24, 1966, page 6 
A8316-A8321   Forum advertising employees, Forum, December 24, 1966, page 6 
A8332-A8333   Doyle Buss Family around dining table, Forum, December 25, 1966,  
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     page 7 
A8334-A8366   Mrs. Doyle Buss, Arthur Methodist Church, December 25, 1966, page 7 
A8367-A8487   Gun Safety, Moorhead Police Department, Forum, December 25, 1966,  
     page 22 
A8488-A8491   New Southwest Fargo Police Department, Forum, December 27, 1966,  
     page 5 
A8492-A8505   John McLennan family ice skating, Forum, December 30, 1966, page 1 
A8506-A8512   Stan Cowan, Forum, December 31, 1966, page 3 
A8513-A8520   Catherine Olson portrait, December 1966 
A8521-A8525   Charles Olson portrait, December 1966 
A8526-A8528   Unidentified Minister, December 1966 
A8529-A8538   Fargo Rubber Stamp, December 1966 
A8539-A8549   Children ice-skating at Villa Nazareth, December 1966 
A8550-A8557   Clarence Olson Shoveling snow in a wheelchair, Forum, January 15,  
     1967, page 1 
A8558-A8560   Lonell Robinson, Police Traffic Bureau, Forum, January 15, 1967, C-1 
A8561-A8608   Marvin Ingman Hunting Coyotes in North Dakota Badlands, Forum,  
     January 15, 1967, C-10 
A8609-A8623   Basketball, Hillsboro vs. Mayville, Forum, January 15, 1967, D-2 
A8624-A8649   Fargo Blizzard, Forum, January 16, 1967, page 1 
A8650-A8652   Muscatell Indoor Sales Mart, Forum, January 22, 1967, D-11 
A8653-A8654   Photographer in Studio  
A8655-A8658   Fargo Librarians (Martha Lura & Tillie Sorenson) Forum, January 22,  
     1967, B-7 
A8659-A8660   Carlson Robbins Furniture, 4th Street & Main, Fargo, Forum, January 26,  
     1967, A-11 
A8661-A8662   North Star Dairy Burglary, Forum, January 27, 1967, page 1 
A8663-A8666   Forum Photographers, Mike Lien, Cal Olson, and Harvey Jennings,  
     Forum, January 28, 1967, page 3 
A8667-A8668   Women’s Auxiliary of the First District Medical Society annual Ball,  
     Forum, January 29, 1967, B-9 
A8669-A8754   Ice Skating at Lewis & Clark School, Forum, January 29, 1967, C-1 
A8755-A8756   Automobile Accident 
A8757-A8769   Forum Break Room and staff? January 1967 
A8770-A8808   “Mosaic of Poverty”, Forum, February 12, 1967, C8-C9 
A8809-A8831   Fargo – Moorhead Courts & Jails, Forum, February 26, 1967, C-1 
A8832-A8842   Fargo Civic Memorial Auditorium, Forum, March 19, 1967, B-1 
A8843-A8848   Cal Olson and his antique Colt pistol collection, March 1967 
A8849-A8850   Four mechanics 
A8851-A8854   Two Men in front of Public Utilities Advertising Association Sign,  
     March, 1967 
A8855-A8894   Mr. & Mrs. Phillip Rothenberger, Welfare case workers, Brooklyn, NY,  
     Forum, April 2, 1967, B-6     
A8895-A8898   Detroit Lakes area Vocational – Technical School, Forum, April 2, 1967,  
     B-1 
A8899-A8905   Ellendale High School basketball Champion Team, Forum, April 12,  
     1967, page 23 
A8906-A8907   Mrs. Carl Daniels, Director of Dickeys Sargent & Irrigation District  
     Oakes, N.D., Forum, April 23, 1967, B-7 
A8908-A8931   Spring Plowing, Calvin Drathe Farm, Ellendale, N.D., Farmers Forum,  
     April 14, 1967, page 1 
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A8932-A8945   University Of North Dakota – Ellendale Branch, Forum, April 16, 1967,  
     B-6 
A8946-A8947   Merton W. Anderson, Dean of University of N.D. – Ellendale Branch,  
     Forum, April 16, 1967, B-6 
A8948-A8962   Migrating Birds near Verona, N.D., Forum, April 16, 1967, D-5 
A8963-A8981   Ivan Dmitr AKA Levon West at New York Metropolitan Museum of  
     Art, Forum, April 16, 1967, B-8 
A8982-A8984   College Students in Classroom, April 1967 
A8985-A8988   House at 1607 7th Street South Fargo, April 1967 
A8989-A9008   Cass County Children’s Center, April 1967 
A9009-A9049   1967 World’s Fair, Montréal 
A9050-A9079   Photography workshop & Meeting? Spring 1967 
A9080-A9082   Group photo of three men and one woman, spring 1967 
A9083-A9097   Central High School, Spring 1967 
A9098-A9213   Grand Forks Air Force Base, Forum, May 28, 1967 
A9214-A9216   Col. Roy C. Crompton, Forum, May 28, 1967, C-3 
A9217-A9231   Radar at Air Force Base (Finley, N.D) Forum, May 28, 1967, C-2 
A9232-A9234   785th Radar Squadron at Finley, N.D, Forum, May 28, 1967, C-2 
A9235-A9246   Aerials over Grand Forks Air Force Base, Forum, May 28, 1967, C-3 
A9247-A9256   Staff Sgt. Ronald Lee, N.D National Guard, Forum, May 28, 1967, C-1 
A9257-A9288   North Dakota Air National Guard, Forum, May 28, 1967, C-6 C-8 
A9289-A9303   Maj. R.V. Hermanson, N.D. Air National Guard, Forum, May 28, 1967,  
     C-7 
A9304-A9368   North Dakota National Guard, Forum, May 28, 1967, C-6 
A9369-A9400   Minute Man II Missile Silo, Hope, N.D., Forum, May 28, 1967, C-4 
A9401-A9405   Gale Smith, NDSU Job Placement Director, Forum, June 4, 1967, C-1 
A9406-A9407   Kenneth Casavant & Jerry Horner, NDSU Students, Forum, June 4,  
     1967, C-1 
A9408-A9417   NDSU Graduation, Forum, June 4, 1967, C-1 
A9418-A9423   Jerry Bala Home, 729 26 Street North Fargo, Forum, June 18, 1967, C-1 
A9424-A9429   Mrs. Edwin Albertson beside 1957 tornado remains, Forum, June 18,  
     1967, C-1  
A9430-A9434   Walter Boerth in his Living room, 1325 5th Street North Fargo, Forum,  
     June 18, 1967, C-1 
A9435-A9438   Homer Goebel home, 819 13th Avenue North Fargo, Forum, June 18,  
     1967, C-1 
A9439-A9456   Sandy McConachie Fishing at Lake Twila, Forum, July 4, 1967, page 16 
A9457-A9458   John Greenslit, N.D. Outdoor Recitation Agency, July 4, 1967, page B-1 
A9459-A9465   Reservoir at Harvey, N.D, Forum, July 9, 1967, B-1 
A9466-A9473   Comfort Station at New Rockford Park, Forum, July 9, 1967, B-1 
A9474-A9477   Devils Lake City Pool 
A9478-A9481   Mayville golf course, Forum, July 9, 1967, B-1 
A9482-A9484   Sight of Arthur, N.D. Tennis court, July 9, 1967, B-1 
A9485-A9492   Connie Perman & Elaine Severson walking on railroad tracks, Mapleton,  
     Forum, July 16, 1967, C-1 
A9493-A9494   Man receiving an award, July 1967 
A9495-A9497   Boy with Fish, July 1967 
A9498-A9570   Mexican–American migrant workers, Casselton, Forum, July 23, 1967,  
     B-1 
A9571-A9588   Ulen High School reunion, Summer 1967 
A9589-A9595   Grace Lutheran Church, Fargo, Excavation for addition, Summer 1967 
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A9596-A9606   Man walking on frozen River, 1968 
A9607-A9608   Man beside bookshelf, 1968 
A9609-A9632   State Bank of Fargo Interior, North Port, 1968 
A9633-A9709   Golden Gloves Tournament, Wahpeton, Forum, Feb. 7, 1968, page 24  
A9710-A9731   Fargo Farm, Forum, February 8, 1968 
A9732-A9769   Bank of Hamilton, N.D., Forum, March 3, 1968, C-6 
A9770-A9836   ND Penitentiary, Forum, March 10, 1968, C-8 to C-9 
A9837-A9860   Children playing baseball in Island Park, Forum, March 11, 1968, page 3 
A9861-A9876   ND Penitentiary Probation agent, Forum, March 17, 1968, C-8 
A9877-A9894   Clay County DFL Convention, Forum, April 8, 1968, page 9 
A9895-A9902   Robert Kennedy in Fargo, April 15, 1968 
A9903-A9904   Boy at drinking fountain, April 1968 
A9905-A9954   Bethlehem Lutheran Church Confirmation, May 1968 
A9955-A9967   Fargo Public Library building exterior, Spring 1968 
A9968-A9973   Group in Hippie Clothing, Spring 1968 
A9974-A9979   Man with peace symbol necklace, Spring 1968 
A9980-A9997   Canvassing Voters (David Bateman & Sue Holsen), Forum, Aug. 18,  
     1968, B-13 
A9998-A10119   1968 Democratic Convention, Chicago, Forum, Aug. 29, 1968, page 12 
A10120-A10132  Aerial over Slough, 1968 
A10133-A10139  Boxing 1969 
A10140-A10144  Theatrical performance 1969 
A10145-A10147  Photographs in the Forum Parking Lot, 1969 
A10148-A10165  Couple walking in downtown Fargo at night, Forum, February 2, 1969,  
     C-14 
A10166-A10291  Esley Short, Luverne, N.D., Forum, February 23, 1969, C-1 
A10292-A10309  Fargo Farm Forum, February 6, 1969 
A10310-A10343  Senator Richard F. Forkner & ND Senate, Forum, March 2 1969, B-10 
A10344-A10356  Anti-Ballistic Missile protesters, Fargo, Forum, March 16, 1969, page 1 
A10357-A10392  Aerials over Missile Silos, Spring 1969 
A10393-A10408  Elmer Olson’s Castle Garden Inn, Hitterdal, Minnesota, Forum, April 6,  
     1969, B-12 
A10409-A10482  Flood River View, Forum, April 14, 1969, page 3 
A10483-A10485  Inside a TV station 
A10486-A10487  Female student in a classroom, May 1969? 
A10488-A10497  Impounded Car Auction, Forum, May 18, 1969, B-3 
A10498-A10503  Axel Nelson placing Flags on Veteran’s graves in Riverside, Forum,  
     May 30, 1969, page 1 
A10504-A10508  Man behind Counter in Business, May 1969 
A10509-A10520  Ray Restad and Seeing Eye Dog, Forum, June 3, 1969, page 9 
A10521-A10550  Forging Press Reporters in Medora, Forum, June 15, 1969 
A10551-A10577  LaVern Blinsky Highway Patrolman, Forum, June 29, 1969, B-12 
A10578-A10601  Aerials over Moorhead State University, Summer 1969 
A10601-A10605  Island Park & Downtown Fargo, Summer 1969 
A10606-A10612  Aerials over Veterans Affairs Hospital, Summer 1969 
A10613-A10615  Unidentified informal group portrait, Summer 1969 
A10616-A10620  Man walking in woods 
A10621-A10646  Basketball, NDSU vs. Concordia, Forum, December 7, 1969, D-1 
A10647-A10659  Building Construction & NDSU Parking Lot, Forum, January 4, 1970, 
      B-2 & B-11 
A10660-A10668  Red River with Ice, Forum, December 18, 1969, page 25 
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A10669-A10675  Moorhead Urban Revenue house being torn down, Forum, Jan 4, 1970,  
     B-6 
A10676-A10701  Horseback Riding & Rural Scenes 
A10702-A10731  Ulteig employees, 1969 
A10732-A10735  Portraits of Two Men 
A10736-A10745  Tandy Leather Co. American Handcrafts Co. Fire 307 Roberts Street,  
     Forum, January 21, 1970, page 11 
A10746-A10772  Tamarac Job Corp Camp, Detroit Lakes, Forum, January 25, 1970, B-1 
A17144-A17155  Unidentified man working in office area (Forum?), Jan 1970 
A10773-A10779  Mapleton Corn Sugar Plant, Forum, April 26, 1970, B-6 
A10780-A10876  Anti-Ballistic Missile Protest, Nekoma, N.D., Forum, May 17, 1970, B-1 
A10877-A10912  Copy work for “A People in Transition”, Forum, May 24, 1970, C-8 
A10913-A10954  Confirmation, Bethlehem Lutheran Church, Fargo, May 1970 
A10955-A10964  General Federation of Women’s Clubs, Minnesota Awards 
 for 1969-1970 
A10965-A10969  Two girls drinking coffee, 1970 ? 
A10970-A10971  Man with Hunting dog, 1970 
A10972-A11025  Basketball Game 1970 
A11026-A11040  Football Game 1970 
A11041-A11059  School Theatrical Production, 1970 
A11060-A11077  Tree with Caterpillars, 1970 
A11078-A11093  South Dakota Department of Motor Vehicles Booth at Exhibition, 1970 
A11094-A11103  Student Boarding Waubun School bus, 1970 
A11104-A11109  Loading Snow Mobiles onto a Flatbed truck, 1970 
A11110-A11125  Police Officer Don Axen giving speeding tickets, Forum, June 7 1970,  
     B-4 
A11126-A11174  The Flame Bar Fire, Forum, June 22, 1970, page 3 
A11175-A11196  White Earth Reservation Life at Ponsford, Minnesota, Forum, August  
     23, 1970 
A11197-A11209  Fishing Trip to Gods Lake, Manitoba with Carl Olson, Richard  
     Waddington & Zachariah Chubb, Forum, Sept. 20, 1970, D-5 
A11210-A11213  Picnic tables at Municipal Park, Detroit Lakes, Forum, October 5, 1970  
     page 1 
A11214-A11215  Dead Prong Horn Deer 
A11216-A11233  Threshing Machine on Hill, Rollag, Minnesota, Farmers Forum,  
    December 18, 1970, page 1 
A11234-A11265  New Collection items at Forsberg House, Forum, Dec. 20, 1970, B-6  
A11266-A11317  North Dakota Legislator, Rep. Howard Henry, Forum, February 21,  
    1971, B-1 
A11317-A11319  Sheraton Summit Hotel, Calgary, Alberta, June 1971 
A11320-A11375  Fishing, Bayly Lake, Manitoba, Forum, June 27, 1971, C-6 
A11376-A11386  Island park Scenes (Wergeland Statue with Cigarette but in mouth)  
     Forum, July 15, 1971, page 13 
A11387-A11413  Senior Citizens Community Center, Fargo, Forum, July 18, 1971, C-11 
A11414-A11432  Ron Swenson & Ron Callanan, Lake Survey for Minnesota Fish and 
 Game Department, Forum, July 25, 1971 
A11433-A11437  Burlington Northern Train Schedule, Forum, July 25, 1971, C-13 
A11438-A11440  Richard W. Prouty & Cheryl Miller demonstrate alcohol breathalyzer,  
     Forum, July 25, 1971, D-8 
A11441-A11500  Don Softing’s Submarine, Forum, August 9, 1971, page 1 & 3 
A11501-A11505  Judge Paul Benson, Forum, August 29, 1971, C-12 
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A11506-A11514   Tulaby Lake, Summer 1971 
A11515-A11525  Building of high-rise on 2500 block Broadway, Forum, Sept. 4, 1971,  
     pg. 3 
A11526-A11529  Houses under construction, September 1971 
A11530-A11537  Woodlawn Park Bridge, Hillsboro, ND, Forum, September 5, 1971, A-8 
A11538-A11631  North Dakota Constitutional Convention delegates at Devils Lake  
     hearing, Forum, Sept. 12, 1971, B-1 
A11632-A11640  Orchestra, Sept. 1971 
A11641-A11751  “Oil in North Dakota”, Forum, October 24, 1971, C-1 to C-6 (Williston,  
     Tioga, Clarence Iverson No. 1, Watford City, and Cardinal Oil  
     Co. near Dickinson). 
A11752-A11768  Ice Fishing 1971 
A11769-A11785  “N.D’s Haunted Houses?” Abandoned schools at Dunseith, Edmunds,  
     and Hamberg, Forum, December 19, 1971, B-12 
A11786-A11802  Horses in pasture, 1971? 
A11803-A11836  Cynthia Selland, Rev. Paul Hanson, Rasmus Holsen, Pat Gourneau,  
Mr. & Mrs. John Marthe, Anita Solis, Forum, Jan. 2, 1972, D-1 
A11837-A11854  Man talking to Oak Grove School class 
A11855-A11858  Unidentified baby 
A11859-A11868  Unidentified elderly man in hospital room. 
A11869-A11903  Napoleon, N.D. 
A11904-A11917  Plowing scene 
A11918-A11925  Woman walking a dog, Linton, N.D.? 
A11926-A11928  Man mowing lawn, Linton, N.D.? 
A11929-A11933  Man by stop sign in Linton, N.D. 
A11934-A11937  Unidentified complex of buildings, perhaps Linton, N.D.? 
A11938-A11941  Children jumping rope on a street 
A11942-A11946  Man fixing a bicycle 
A11947-A11949  Three boys posing on a street 
A11950-A11958  Interior of building with built-in cabinet 
A11959-A11969  Carved box with the Löwendenkmal, or the Lion of Lucerne on the lid. 
A11970-A12003  Teenage group at Olivet Lutheran Church, Fargo 
A12004-A12013  Unidentified man in flooded field 
A12014   Unidentified person beside a tent 
A12015-A12016  Unidentified teenager playing tennis 
A12017-A12033  Unidentified teenagers playing basketball 
A12034-A12035  Man sleeping in a chair 
A12036-A12051  Teenage boys “Horsing Around” 
A12052-A12057  Elderly woman seated in front of clock 
A12058-A12071  Wisconsin Dells 
A12072-A12098  Paddleboat on river, Wisconsin Dells? 
A12099-A12106  Logs, Wisconsin Dells? 
A12107-A12139  School lunchroom 
A12140-A12150  Girls swimming in pool 
A12151-A12161  Track meet – Fargo South 
A12162-A12181  Football game at Fargo South 
A12182-A12217  Football game at Concordia 
A12218-A12242  Football game – Fargo South 
A12243-A12274  NDSCS band practice 
A12275-A12309  NDSCS choir 
A12310-A12317  Girls in swimming pool 
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A12318-A12326  High school students 
A12327-A12445d  Forum staff, January 1973 - Norris Thompson, Andrea Hunter  
     Halgrimson, John Paulson, Kevin Carvell, Duane Flaa,  
William C. Marcil, Milton Schroeder, John Anderson, 
June Peterson, Jan Jelleberg, and others. 
A12446-A12482  Fargo Senior Services, 1973? 
A12483-A12490  Girl seated in window of abandoned house 
A12491-A12492  Sign on St. John’s Lutheran Church, Missouri Synod, location unknown. 
A12493-A12503  Girl walking on railroad tracks by unidentified depot 
A12504-A12505  Girl with dog on street 
A12506-A12507  BCHS 1970 spray painted on side of building. 
A12508-A12527  Welcome signs for the towns of Velva, Harvey, Sykeston, Grand Forks, 
 Hope, and Page, North Dakota. 
A12528-A12533  Small airplane landing (location unknown) 
A12534-A12553  Fishing and camping trip (location unknown) 
A12554-A12565  Homecoming Queen (identification unknown) 
A12566-A12572  Unidentified people 
A12573-A12589  Two men at Dakota Hospital, Fargo 
A12590-A12649  American Lutheran Church convention at United Lutheran Church,  
     Grand Forks, 1973? 
A12650-A12668  Minister at a podium at Oak Grove High School 
A12669-A12729  American Lutheran Church Convention at Olivet Lutheran, Fargo, 1973? 
A12730-A12761  Basketball Game, Richland High School vs ?, 1973 
A12762-A12795  Group of teenagers eating a Sambo’s Restaurant, 1973 
A12796-A12800  Teenagers 
A12801-A12822  The Flame bar, Mark Building and parking lot, 1973 
A12823-A12835  Ice Fishing, 1973 
A12836-A12842  Woman with hanging rugs or tapestries  
A12843-A12854  Elderly woman knitting 
A12855-A12869  Snow plow, perhaps on North University Drive 
A12870-A12912  Ice skaters at indoor rink 
A12913-A12938  Church service at Olivet Lutheran Church 
A12939-A12909  American Lutheran Church Convention at United Lutheran, Grand Forks 
A12910-A12945  American Lutheran Church Convention in large auditorium 
A12946-A12971  Lake Cabin 
A12972-A12978  Cal Olson home, 1102 Broadway, Fargo, ca. 1974 
A12979-A13092  American Lutheran Church, Eastern N.D. Dist. Convention, Jamestown  
     Civic Center, April 3-5, 1975 
 
Sioux City Series, early 1980s 
 
A13093-A13104  Large unidentified group in banquet hall 
A13105-A13115  Large unidentified group in banquet hall 
A13116-A13137  Banquet and social scenes including Sen. Charles Grassley and 
     Tip O’Neil 
A13138-A13146  Group meeting in a legislative chamber 
A13147-A13164  Meeting at the United States House of Representatives 
A13165-A13167  Meeting Iowa State University with Dave Albert, Tim Borich and Dave  
     Swanson 
A13168-A13194  Unidentified minister speaking in an auditorium 
A13195-A13205  Mercy Medical Center? 
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A13206-A13235  Folger Theater Group cast of “Black Elk Speaks” signing  
     autographs 
A13236-A13241  Man dressed in “Wanted old cameras’ t-shirt. 
A13242-A13250  Fence with cowboy boots on the posts. 
A13251-A13257  Donald Lawrenson on steps of his house at 4058 Adams Street in Sioux  
     City, Iowa 
A13258-A13262  Unidentified man. 
A13263-A13266  Portrait of unidentified man. 
A13267-A13275  Marching band performing on football field 
A13276-A13292  Asian refugee families - Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Services 
A13293-A13298  Pilot (Nelson) in Air Force jet cockpit. 
A13299-A13301  Man pouring coffee for another man 
A13302-A13308  Man burning brush. 
A13309-A13338  Missouri River Raft Regatta, Sioux City Jaycees, June 13, 1982. 
A13339-A13347  Children at the corner of 11th Street and Virginia Street, Sioux City. 
A13348-A13367  Bluff and park 
A13368-A13370  Man washing a car under a bridge. 
A13371-A13374  Woman standing on a stairway. 
A13375-A13379  Boats on the Missouri River 
A13380-A13387  Baseball - Heelan Catholic School vs. Council Bluffs 
A13388-A13394  Camping with tent in wooded area. 
A13395-A13396  Cats in a window 
A13397-A13402  Paperboys delivering in residential neighborhood. 
A13403-A13443  Netherlands – Queen Beatrix, parade, Amsterdam, Netherlands 
     American Cemetery, KLM helicopter, Oosterscheldekering  
     under construction. 
A13444-A13445  Cosmetology students by a car. 
A13446-A13448  People at airport 
A13449-A13466  Woman giving communion at a church. 
A13467-A13477  Rodeo 
A13478-A13487  Horses in a pasture. 
A13488-A13490  Man with small airplane 
A13503-A13515  Aerial over Sioux City, Iowa with fire at building located at Jackson and  
     11th Streets. 
A13516-A13529  Television news reporter interviewing man at voting precinct. 
A13530-A13539  Radio studio with Frank Mankiewicz, Pres. of N.P.R.; Robert W.  
     Thomas with KWIT; and Joseph Nitzke. 
A13540-A13543  Cal Olson home at 3107 Summit Street Sioux City, Iowa. 
A13544-A13552  Leif Erikson Park Pool 
A13553-A13556  House construction. 
A13557-A13558  Man under hood of car 
A13559-A13560  Man in booth with American Flags 
A13561-A13563  Woman with small dog 
A13564-A13566  Woman in parking ramp booth 
A13567-A13568  Hospital security officer in parking lot 
A13569-A13572  Man moving snow with loader 
A13573-A13575  Men with ice chippers 
A13576-A13580  Man working on Mid-town Toy National Bank sign. 
A13581-A13586  Young girl holding a cat 
A13587-A13593  Young girl with Christmas tree 
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American Legion Baseball Series 
 
A13594-A13619  Mandan vs. Dickinson – Mickelson Field (Fargo) 
A13620-A13648  Fargo Post #2 – Mickelson Field (Fargo) 
A13649-A13671  Grand Forks vs. West Fargo – Mickelson Field (Fargo) 
A13672-A13681  Night game teams unidentifiable  
A13682-A13711  Williston vs. Tolna – Mickelson Field (Fargo) 
A13712-A13741  Grand Forks vs. West Fargo – Mickelson Field (Fargo) 
A13742-A13763  Williston vs. Tolna – Mickelson Field (Fargo) 
A13764-A13792  Mandan vs. Dickinson – Mickelson Field (Fargo) 
A13793-A13845  Cape Girardeau vs Richfield – Matson Field (Moorhead) 
A13846-A13867  Winfield vs. Omaha – Matson Field (Moorhead) 
A13868-A13891  Williston – Matson Field (Moorhead) 
A13892-A13915  Rainbow Post No 2 (Council Bluffs) vs. Moorhead – Matson Field  
     (Moorhead) 
A13916-A13922  Williston vs. Rapid City – Matson Field (Moorhead) 
A13923-A13950  Rainbow Post No 2 (Council Bluffs) vs. Rapid City – Matson Field  
     (Moorhead) 
A13951-A13984  Winfield vs. Omaha – Matson Field (Moorhead) 
A13985-A14007  Rainbow Post No 2 (Council Bluffs) vs. Rapid City – Matson Field  
     (Moorhead) 
 
National High School Rodeo Association Series  
 
A14008-A14022  Various competitors holding a saddle and Rodeo Queen. 
A14023-A14026  Horses in a corral 
A14027-A14029  Awards ceremony 
A14030-A14034  Contestants 
A14035-A14037  Rodeo Clown 
A14038-A14073  Rodeo queen and contestants 
A14074-A14095  Opening/closing ceremonies 
A14096-A14393  Bronco riding 
A14394-A14635  Barrel racing 
A14636-A14804  Bull riding 
A14805-A14904  Pole bending 
A14905-A15031  Steer wrestling 
A15032-A15347  Tie-down calf roping 
 
National Press Photographers Association Series 
 
A2766-A3848   National Press Photographer Association, Charleston, S.C., 
 June 24-30, 1962 
A5992-A6016   NPPA Annual Convention, June 14-17, 1966 
A15348-A15736  NPPA Flying shorts course 1968 (Dallas – Fort Worth)? 
A15737-A15918  NPPA TV Person of the Year, March 1968 (University of Oklahoma,  
Norman, OK) 
A15919-A15936  Oklahoma City Zoo, 1968 
A15937-A16159  NPPA Annual Convention, Louisville, Kentucky, June 1968 
A16160-A16179  Group Meeting in Theater, New York City, 1969? 
A16180-A16195  NPPA- Filming in a laundromat, Oklahoma City?, 1969 
A16196-A16254  NPPA- Meeting in Oklahoma City, 1969 
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A16255-A16264  WDAY-WDAZ photographer Conrad E. Rose, 1969? 
A16265-A16330  NPPA TV News film workshop, University of Oklahoma,  
Oklahoma City, 1969 
A16331-A16360  Photographer taking photos of urban renewal, Oklahoma City, 1969 
A16361-A16370  Photographers taking photos of track and field, University of Oklahoma. 
A16371-A16378  Statues and sculptures of cowboys, University of Oklahoma? 
A16379-A16467  NPPA Annual Convention, Milwaukee, Wis.  
A16468-A16473  Milwaukee Public Museum, 1969 
A16474-A16501  Milwaukee Zoo 
A16502-A16510  NPPA reception, Milwaukee 
A16511-A16615  NPPA judging, Milwaukee? 
A16616-A16697  Flying Short Course (location unknown), 1969 
A16698-A16843  NPPA Annual Convention, Los Angeles, June 29-July 3, 1970 
A16844-A16867  NPPA at Disneyland, 1970 
A16868-A16892  NPPA seminar in Omaha, Nebraska, September 1970 
A16893-A16895  Military Pictures of the Year display, New York City, October 1970 
A16896-A16919  Flying Short Course, New York City, October 1970 
A16920-A16979  NPPA meeting (location and date unknown). 
A16980-A17025  Flying Short Course, Seattle? 1970 
A17026-A17054  NPPA at Los Angeles airport 
A17055-A17087  NPPA at unidentified Air Force Base  
A17088-A17093  NPPA members on a military airplane 
A17094-A17104  NPPA meeting (location unknown) 
A17105-A17113  NPPA members on a military airplane 
A17114-A17127  NPPA meeting at Seattle arena 
A17128-A17137  NPPA members on a military airplane 
A17138-A17143  Unidentified meeting 
A17156-A17430  NPPA Annual Convention, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, July 3, 1971 
A17431-A17461  Pittsburgh dinner cruise and hippies. 
A17462-A17519  Television News Film Workers meeting, University of Oklahoma, 1971 
A17520-A17525  NPPA Person of the Year 1971 judging 
A17526-A17581  Copy work for 1971 NPPA Person of the Year 
A17582-A17609  NPPA meeting in Oklahoma, 1971? 
A17610-A17655  NPPA meeting (location unknown), 1972? 
A17662-A17666  NPPA at Zoo (Pittsburgh?) and man being placed into ambulance 
 
Slide Series 
 
Slide 920-949  Indians Series 
Slide 950-962  Hunting 
Slide 963  House 
Slide 964-965  Digging out from underneath an outhouse 
Slide 966-974  Copy work 
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